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dear colleague
lEttEr From tHE cHair

William E. Best, FM
IEDC Chair

 helping communities assess their recovery needs and develop recovery strategies for dealing 
with these economic impacts is not new to IEDC and its members. We have been doing this for 
many years. however, I have been especially gratified at the recent response from our members 
to assist the organization in aiding local communities impacted by the oil spill along the Gulf 
coast. This event, unfortunately, serves as an unhappy reminder of the sudden and severe impact 
on communities when disaster strikes.

 IEDC has now conducted economic recovery needs assessments in 21 communities in Loui-
siana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, and Texas, with funding from the U.S. Economic Develop-
ment Administration and in partnership with the White house’s National Incident Command’s 
Economic Solutions Team (NIC-EST) for the Deepwater horizon Oil spill. 

 As part of these assessments, IEDC has sent teams of economic development and disaster 
recovery specialists with assistance from a federal delegation team to the communities to gather 
valuable input from local stakeholders.   I want to thank the more than 80 members who partici-
pated in these assessments.  The value that our members provided supported by our able staff 
was invaluable to the many communities that were visited.

 Two IEDC site visits were initially completed in mid and late July, while the remaining 19 
teams visited the Gulf in August. The teams worked with local leadership from regional govern-
ment, chambers of commerce and economic development organizations, business representa-
tives from key industries, and others.

 This continues IEDC’s support for the Gulf coast communities that have been battered by 
hurricanes ranging from Katrina, Rita to Gustav and Ike.  For our Katrina and Rita work, over 
150 volunteers supported the many impacted communities.  Today IEDC is still supporting the 
region dealing with the recovery of these events.

 Many of you may or may not be aware that IEDC was also on the scene after the San Diego 
wild fires and the flooding in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.  I could not be more proud of our profession 
as we support our fellow members in these circumstances.

 I am looking forward to seeing many of you in Columbus at this year’s Annual Conference, 
“New Paradigms: The Practice of Economic Development in a Changed Landscape.” As we all 
know, the old ways of doing business and making deals will no longer be relevant and likely be 
replaced by more innovative approaches. Join IEDC at the world’s largest gathering of economic 
developers as we discuss new tools, new uses, new ventures, and new directions. 

William E. Best, FM

IEDC Chair
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conomic Gardening has become 
a hot topic in economic develop-
ment circles over the past several 

years.  There are over 100,000 references to the 
term on Google and over 350,000 hits on Yahoo.  
The idea that economies can be grown internally 
by nurturing second stage (10-99 employees) 
growth companies has caught the imagination 
of many economic development agencies that 
are finding it more and more difficult to be ef-
fective.  The actual program, however, has much 
more depth and complexity than many realize.

 This article addresses the history of the idea, the 
tools and concepts that form its foundation, key fac-
tors in successful programs, what makes it different 
from other business assistance programs, and les-
sons learned.  This new approach was created in 
Littleton, Colorado, in 1987.  Using one of the very 
first economic development programs focused on 
entrepreneurial development, Littleton’s job base 
has grown from 15,000 to 30,000 over the last two 
decades and the sales tax base has grown from $6 
to $20 million.  The community has not recruited a 
single company during that time period and has not 
spent a single penny on incentive packages.

anD noW For SomEtHing  
complEtEly DiFFErEnt….
 The Monty Python segue line seemed apropos 
to the birth of Economic Gardening. When the 
program was conceived in 1987, the idea that you 
could grow your own companies instead of re-
cruiting them from other communities was such 
a radical departure from professional norms that 
there were no guidelines, no models, and no col-
leagues to discuss the idea.  Such was the world 

when (now) Littleton City Manager Jim Woods and 
I met Phil Burgess and Kent Briggs who worked  
at the Center for the New West, a Denver based 
think tank.

 Both Woods and I were intensely interested in 
economics as a subject matter and especially the 
entrepreneurial world.  After hearing a speech 
given by Burgess in which he exhorted economic 
developers to focus on local entrepreneurs – “stick 
to your knitting” and “focus on bunts and singles 
instead of homeruns”– I returned to city hall and 
told Woods, “We could have written that speech!  
Everything we’ve discussed was packed in there.”

 Within a couple of weeks, we made a trip from 
Littleton (a south central Denver suburb) to the 
Center for the New West offices in downtown Den-
ver to meet Burgess and Briggs.  Within an hour, the 
four of us agreed to develop a pilot project around 
the idea of “economic gardening.”  The term was 

an EntrEprEnEurial altErnativE to traDitional  
Economic DEvElopmEnt StratEgiES
Economic Gardening is an entrepreneurial alternative to traditional economic development strategies.  This new 
approach, created in Littleton, Colorado, in 1987 in response to massive corporate layoffs, uses high end corporate 
level tools and cutting edge scientific concepts to help entrepreneurial growth companies identify markets, monitor 
competitors, track industry trends, locate customer clusters on maps, and use search engine optimization/Google 
Adwords/social media for marketing and various customized research.  Entrepreneurs have increased the job base 
in Littleton from 15,000 to 30,000 and the sales tax base from $6 million to $20 million.  The model has been 
picked up by a number of communities and states including Wyoming, Oregon, and Florida. 

Christian Gibbons 
is director of the  
Business/Industry Affairs 
department at the city  
of Littleton, Colorado.   
(cgibbons@littletongov.org)

economic gardening
By Christian Gibbons

Entrance to downtown Littleton, Colorado 

e
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coined by Burgess who said, “We have all these economic 
development agencies running around hunting for busi-
nesses.  They really should just stay at home and work 
with local entrepreneurs.  They should get out of the  
economic hunting business and into the economic  
gardening business.”

 The terms of the partnership were loose but would last 
more than a decade:  The Center agreed they would in-
troduce us to the best thinkers on the subject and Little-
ton in turn would be a road test of those ideas.  We knew 
we wanted to focus on growing entrepreneurial business-
es but we also wanted a deep understanding of how the 
entrepreneurial eco-system worked.  Starting with con-
versations with David Birch who wrote the 1979 seminal 
book on where jobs were created – through phone calls 
to Paul Romer, the Stanford economist who contended 
economies were driven by ideas, to the discovery of the 
new science of Complexity at the Santa Fe Institute – the 
foundations for a new approach to economic develop-
ment were being carefully built from the best of science 
and research.

 Resisting the temptation to chase every “flavor of the 
month” consulting idea and business book, Littleton fo-
cused on deep underlying principles like:

• Power laws (80/20 rule) that revealed a few com-
panies made a whole lot of difference and a lot of 
companies made a little bit of difference;

• Network theory that described a critical factor in 
business success;

• Commodity traps which explained why standards of 
living weren’t rising in agricultural areas and “busi-
ness friendly” manufacturing areas;

• Temperament which turned out to be a big factor in 
company growth; and

• Complexity science which said that 
economies were not in equilibrium and 
in fact were far from equilibrium – which 
in turn nicely explained the turbulent 
“gales of creative destruction” identified 
by Schumpeter a half century before.

 The learning curve that first decade was steep and oc-
curring at three different scales:  the entrepreneur at the 
micro scale, the politics of the local community at the 
mid-scale, and the strangeness of self-organizing econo-
mies at a large scale.  By the late 1990’s, however, best 
practices were starting to emerge.

WHat maKES it DiFFErEnt
 Many communities have made the comment, “Oh, we 
do economic gardening; we just didn’t call it that.”  Usu-
ally inherent in this comment is some perception that 
helping local businesses is Economic Gardening.  We 
would contend there are clear boundaries between Eco-
nomic Gardening and two other economic development 
activities:  recruiting and business assistance.

 A running list of what Economic Gardening is and 
what it isn’t might help distinguish the boundaries of this 
new approach to economic development.  First, what 
Economic Gardening is:

• An idea that economies are driven by entrepreneurial 
growth

• The public has three major roles: information, infra-
structure, and connections

• It is focused on growth companies, especially Stage II 
(10-99 employees)  

• It uses sophisticated corporate tools 

 – Database searching

 – Geographic Information Systems

 – Search Engine Optimization

 – Web marketing

 – Social media and research tools

 – Network mapping

The learning  
curve that first 

decade was steep and occurring at  
three different scales: the entrepreneur at 

the micro scale, the politics of the  
local community at the mid-scale, and  

the strangeness of self-organizing eco-  
nomies at a large scale.  By the late 

1990’s, however, best practices were 
starting to emerge.

Littleton’s job base has grown from 15,000 to 30,000 over the last two 
decades and the sales tax base has grown from $6 to $20 million.

Chris Gibbons (r), co-creator of  
Economic Gardening, confers  
with Eric Ervin, the Geographic  
Information Systems and Search  
Engine Optimization expert in 
Littleton’s Business/Industry Affairs 
department.
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• It uses cutting edge scientific theories

 – Complexity science

 – Network theory

 – Temperament

 – Systems thinking

 – Core strategy analysis

 – Getting things done in the public arena

• It focuses on front end, strategic issues of business

 – Core strategy

 – Market dynamics

 – Marketing

 – Teams

 – Finance 

• It is driven by innovation rather than the cheapest 
place to do business 

• It depends on a highly skilled, elite Economic 
Gardening staff working in an iterative manner with 
business owners

• The EG organization is as entrepreneurial as the 
companies with which it works 

 And maybe even more helpful, a short list of what 
Economic Gardening is not:

• Recruiting

• Standard business assistance (keeping books, buying 
insurance, succession plans) 

• BRE (business retention and expansion)

• After hours networking

• An annual business climate 
survey

• A financing program

• A buy local program

• A business appreciation dinner

• A “local bucks” program

• Counseling

• Consulting

KEy SuccESS FactorS
 Setting up a successful Economic Gardening program 
requires close attention to some key factors.  As we gain 
experience beyond the original Littleton model, patterns 
are starting to emerge.  First and foremost, the need for 
fidelity and full implementation is critical.  Some com-
munities do not provide sufficient budget, or shuffle the 
work off to a database researcher in a library, or invest in 
only one tool or do not get professional training or drift 
back into business assistance with Stage I companies.  It 

is difficult for these half hearted mea-
sures to show many results. 

     High quality staff is first and foremost.  
This includes not only a passion for all things entrepre-
neurial but a high level of skills in one of the technical 
areas and a deep understanding of the principles of busi-
ness and economics. 

 Political support and political champions are key to long 
term success.  Getting the appropriate budget level to fund 
staffing and tools and ensuring the project has time to 
mature through a long term commitment is vital.  Some-
one at the top political level needs to be a guardian angel.   

 Get training in EG principles.  Economic Gardening is 
not business assistance.  That’s not a knock on business 
assistance programs which are important and needed, 
but Economic Gardening is founded on scientific prin-
ciples and focused on strategic issues.  Without an un-

Neal Rosner and Rick Emmelhainz (l to r) display church related  
products that their company ChurchPartners sells nationwide.   
The company has used many services of Littleton’s Business/Industry 
Affairs department.

Karen Padget, second from left in front row, 
and employees of Novus Biologicals celebrate 
being named to the “50 Colorado Companies 
to Watch” list.  The company sells research 
proteins and has grown steadily through  
the recession.

Vince Geary of SetPoint Systems shown with the various building 
controls sold by the company.
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onlinE DatabaSES anD inFormation rESourcES uSED in  
tHE Economic garDEning program

10KWizard: up-to-the-minute SEC filings. 

adology: research reports and primary demographic 
research for marketers and advertisers with consumer 
product focus.

business analyst online: (ESRI) Web-based GIS package 
and service includes an easy to use, business oriented 
front end with nationwide business data including demo-
graphic, expenditure, and lifestyle information. Output 
comes in the form of maps, tables, and reports.

choicepoint (Lexis-Nexis) nationwide public records, 
legal, and credit information; must be used for permis-
sible purposes such as official government business.

claritas priZm: Psychographic/lifestyle information. 

Dialogpro: scientific, technical, medical, business, news, 
and intellectual property information from 600 databases.  
Dialog provides company and industry intelligence cover-
ing nearly a half million companies worldwide as well as 
market share and sales figures, business directories, and 
financials on 17 million U.S. and international companies.

Dodge construction reports: commercial construction 
activity for bidders. 

Dun & bradstreet: profile of 18 million companies, 
including: financial information, payment history and 
trends, history of a business, ownership details, op-
erational information, and details on related firms and 
special events (such as business moves, fires and other 
disasters, and quarterly performance). 

Factiva.com: 8,000 local, national and international 
newspapers; leading business magazines; trade publica-
tions; and newswires in 22 languages. Businesses can 
monitor competitors, customers, and industry, while also 
conducting in-depth research and gathering company 
financial data.

Harris infoSource: complete coverage of all 14 million 
U.S. businesses along with significant Canadian firms.  
Includes products such as the Selectory online, which  
allows you to create targeted lists of prospects using  
employment, SIC or NAICS codes, geography, D&B® 
Credit Class Ratings and other factors.

Hoover’s: 12 million companies, with in-depth coverage 
of 40,000 major companies.

ibiSWorld: 700 US industry market research reports. 
Each report contains data on key statistics, industry struc-
ture including market size, supply/demand chain, market 

segmentation, major players and market share, industry 
analysis including current and historical performance, 
5-year forecasts, key management and industry success 
factors, and other facts.

Jigsaw:  online directory of free, downloadable company 
information and more than 16 million business contacts. 

lexis-nexis: 14,000 news sources ranging from news 
or journal articles to intellectual information, financial 
reports, international and journalism reports, broadcast 
transcripts as well as 4,800 legal materials such as senate 
bills and house reports. Public records comprise 3.3 billion 
documents. State regulatory tracking is also available via 
the Lexis-Nexis services.

marketpro: real estate database that provides over 50 
data categories relating to property and ownership. Data 
includes owner address, parcel number, lot size, building 
square footage, and sales information.

oneSource: public and private company profiles, execu-
tives, corporate families, industries, financials, news, 
analyst reports, and trade and business press articles from 
over 2,500 information sources.

plunkett research online (Plunkett Research, Ltd.) 
provides industry sector analysis and research, industry 
trends, and industry statistics. 

pro-net: Internet-based database of information on 
more than 195,000 small, disadvantaged, 8(a), HUBZone, 
and women-owned businesses. 

reed construction Data (Reed Business Information) 
supplies national, regional and local construction data; 
building product information; construction cost data; 
market analytics; and advertising channels to construction 
industry professionals in the U.S. and Canada.

referenceuSa: 14 million U.S. and 1.5 million Canadian 
businesses searched by location, type of business, busi-
ness size, credit rating, phone/fax number, and executive 
name. 

Skyminder: aggregates information sources from many 
different international providers and locally-based sources, 
and supplies online credit and business information on 
over 50 million companies in 230 countries.

SrDS Direct marketing list Source: online directory of 
marketing list rental information. 
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derstanding and application of these new ideas and lan-
guage, it will be difficult to duplicate the results.  

 Use the full set of tools.  One of the most basic mistakes 
made is the assumption that you can hire a database 
searcher and go into business.  EG relies on a full set of 
high level corporate tools.  having only one tool would 
be like a carpenter building a house with only a hammer. 

 Implement at an appropriate scale.  Because the pro-
gram is elite and fairly expensive, it is not feasible to un-
dertake it on a small scale.  For smaller communities and 
rural areas, regional approaches are a much better use of 
resources.  The state of Florida, for example, has central-
ized the technical capabilities at the University of Central 
Florida,which provides services to six different regions 
across the state.  This arrangement means that entrepre-
neurial assistance is immediately available to any com-
pany in any community without having to find a politi-
cal budget, hire and train staff, buy and install software, 
and create an outreach program.  If the company calls on 
Monday, the regional team goes to work on Tuesday.  

 Focus on second stage companies.  The Edward Lowe 
Foundation developed a web site called YourEconomy.
org which took all the business data from the Dun & 
Bradstreet files and organized it into four categories of 
business growth (stage I includes 1-9 employees, stage 
II includes 10-99 employees, stage III includes 100-
499 employees, and stage IV which is 500 employees or 
more).  The data in this web site consistently showed that 
stage II companies created more jobs per company than 
any of the other stages.

 A second reason to focus on stage II companies is that 
it serves as a nice screening mechanism.  The sheer fact 
that a business person can grow the company to ten em-
ployees is an indication of some type of market demand 
and some level of management skills.  

 This stage II focus is the area where mission drift is 
most likely to occur with an economic development 
agency.  Without a laser focus on stage II companies (10-

99 employees, $1-50 million in sales), the tendency is 
to drift toward startup, lifestyle and stage I companies 
(1-9 employees).   Stage I companies create the most total 
number of jobs but they do so at a onsey-twosey rate. 
Furthermore, stage I companies are often retail, personal 
services, and “Main Street” types of businesses working 
under commodity pressures and offering low pay with 
minimal benefits.   

   Stage II businesses create more jobs per company 
and generally create more wealth per employee, espe-
cially if the company is innovation oriented.

   The project director must be skilled at three 
scales: entrepreneur, community politics, and economy.  
The project director needs a deep understanding not 
only of business principles but entrepreneurial growth 
companies.  The director must also be politically skilled 
to keep the project funded and alive.  Economic Garden-
ing cannot be buried deep in an organization with people 
who have no political experience or power.  Finally, the 
project director needs an understanding of the economic 
environment in which entrepreneurial companies are 
embedded.

lESSonS lEarnED
 Littleton paid a stiff tuition in the school of hard 
knocks in the early years.  Many of the early efforts at 
creating good paying jobs and wealth led to a dead end 
and simply didn’t work.  Much of our knowledge about 
entrepreneurial growth companies at the time was only 
the surface knowledge of small businesses and it took 
years to tease out the special characteristics of growth 
companies.  The “Book of Mistakes” in Economic Gar-
dening is a two volume set but some of the more striking 
lessons learned are presented below.

 High growth companies are scarce and you can’t create 
them on demand.  Regardless of your predilection in the 
ongoing argument about whether enterprise builders are 
born or made, past data says this: there are not very many 
of them.  The person who can build a major enterprise  
is rare. 

Alcohol Monitoring Systems employee Vanarun Chhay tests one of  
the company’s alcohol monitoring ankle bracelets used by courts 
nationwide.

The project director needs a deep  
understanding not only of business  

principles but entrepreneurial growth  
companies.  The director must also be  

politically skilled to 
keep the project  

funded and alive.

Royce Heck explains to the author the laser 
measuring process used by his company, Adaptec 
Prosthetics.
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 Keeping the EG program 
alive is as important as  

helping the entrepreneurs.  
EG is a slow start/long haul 

type of program – much more 
of a marathon than a sprint. 

If the decision makers live in a 
sprint world, Economic  

Gardening will lose in the first hundred meters.   
It takes a while to build the infrastructure, to get a  

critical mass of assistance, and to start getting results.  
You need politicians with patience who are willing to 
defend the idea and create opportunity space around  

the program until it hits full stride.

 If our analogy was sports where millions of kids play 
little league and fewer play high school ball and one or 
two make it to college and 1 percent of those get to the 
minors and even fewer to the big leagues – and a Michael 
Jordon or Tiger Woods pops out the top – no one would 
even raise an eyebrow.  We would conclude some people 
are blessed in that area and if you combine it with good 
coaching and opportunity, Michael Jordan will always be 
a superstar.  But you can’t coach Jimmie Jones enough to 
get him to that level.  

 That same identical process goes on in business and 
simply looking around would confirm that an extremely 
small number of us are in the “Bill Gates” class.  The huge 
majority of us have not built great enterprises.  The issue 
for Economic Gardeners is not turning everyone into Bill 
Gates but rather being able to spot 
Bill Gates as he comes through the 
system and provide a nurturing en-
vironment so he can blossom.

 The entrepreneurial world is strange.  For one thing, it 
is at the edge of chaos.  If you come from the corpo-
rate world where stability and the ability to forecast are 
prized, this world is a little unsettling.  If you come from 
Main Street retail or any small business struggling to pay 
the owner a salary (much less a profit), it’s downright 
scary.  Entrepreneurial growth companies know more 
than anyone that the volatility is always there; on any 
given day it’s only a matter of degree. 

 Keeping the EG program alive is as important as helping 
the entrepreneurs.  EG is a slow start/long haul type of pro-
gram – much more of a marathon than a sprint. If the de-
cision makers live in a sprint world, Economic Garden-
ing will lose in the first hundred meters.  It takes a while 

to build the infrastructure, to get 
a critical mass of assistance, and 
to start getting results. You need 
politicians with patience who 
are willing to defend the idea 
and create opportunity space 
around the program until it hits  
full stride.

 It’s not just information.  Al-
though this is the highly visible 
part of Economic Gardening, 

there are two other legs:  infrastructure 
and connections.  The question that drove 
all the creation of these core principles 
was “what nurtures entrepreneurs?”  If 
the focus is on lowest cost environment 
for business, it leads you down an entirely 
different path.  Open space and bike trails 
and Christmas lights and flowers in the 
medians all translate to higher taxes.  That 
makes no sense to a company if it has to be 
the lowest cost producer.  Putting money 

into education only drives up the cost of labor.  Zoning 
regulations drive up the cost of land.  All of this creates a 
“poor business environment.”

 however, if the orientation is building an environ-
ment for entrepreneurs and innovation, all of a sudden 
these things make sense.  Of course we want to build an 
attractive town, even if it requires tax expenditures, be-
cause that’s where entrepreneurs want to live.  Of course 
we pour money into education because entrepreneurs 
want a talented workforce that can produce even more 
innovations.  Of course we will regulate land use because 
talented people don’t want to live next to a belching fac-
tory or have their streets lined with endless billboards.  

Sam Garcia of Novus Biologicals, an 
antibody supplier to scientists around the 
world, prepares samples in the lab.

Savory Spice owner Janet Johnston stands in front of 
fresh herbs at her Littleton, CO, store.
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Summary
 There have been questions about whether Economic 
Gardening is appropriate for rural areas or whether it can 
scale up for large jurisdictions.  Models for rural com-
munities are being tested in Wyoming and at Western 
Washington University and initial results are good. 

 A year long, $10 million pilot project in Florida will 
answer the question about scaling up in size.  The project 
is intended to provide intensive assistance to 300 com-
panies and enroll another 700 in related entrepreneur-
ial services.  A national JumpStart team of specialists in 
database searching, geographic information systems, and 
search engine optimization/web marketing are working 
intensively with stage II companies vetted by the state of 
Florida.  

 As the concept of Economic Gardening is being tested 
all across the nation, the need for standards, professional 
training, and program certification are becoming appar-
ent.  Program fidelity is critical for success.  The issues 
are all being addressed in the formation of a national cen-
ter in cooperation with the Edward Lowe Foundation.  

 Economic Gardening is not a quick fix – it is not a 
silver bullet.  It is a long term strategy.  It is not a fad diet; 

it is a lifestyle change.  It takes a while to put the infra-
structure in place and to get to a scale large enough to 
make a difference.  It also takes a while for a company to 
start to grow and add jobs. however, with patience and 
commitment it has proven to be a viable alternative to the 
traditional practices of economic development. 

 Economic Gardening is not a quick fix – it is not 
a silver bullet.  It is a long term strategy.   

It is not a fad diet; it is a lifestyle change.   
It takes a while to put the infrastructure in place 

and to get to a scale large enough to make a 
difference.  It also takes a while for a company 

to start to grow and add jobs. However, with 
patience and commitment it has proven to be a 

viable alternative to the traditional practices  
of economic development.
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n good economic times or bad, labor-
force quality is one of a small hand-
ful of factors distinguishing successful 
communities and regions from those 

falling behind. The issue is especially challeng-
ing for economic developers, who, while having 
no formal role as educators, are nonetheless  
accountable to businesses when workforce 
deficits impede progress toward productivity 
and profit goals. In most cases, local develop-
ment professionals play the role of advocates 
and facilitators – using their leadership positions 
to forge partnerships that embrace challenges  
and opportunities surrounding the quality of  
labor assets. 

 In the past three years, few have done this more 
effectively than the Wayne County Development 
Alliance (WCDA), a public/private partnership 
charged with leading job creation, industry recruit-
ment, and business retention strategies for Wayne 
County, NC.  WCDA’s central role in the Wayne Oc-
cupational Readiness Keys for Success (“WORKS”) 
initiative made it the 2009 winner of IEDC’s Excel-
lence in Economic Development Award in the hu-
man Capital category. 

 Located 50 miles southeast of Raleigh, Wayne 
County, North Carolina, is a predominantly rural 
community of 115,644 residents spread across 553 
square miles. Its eclectic economic terrain features 
a large agribusiness and consumer foods sector, 
as well as manufacturers, distribution operations, 
a sizable state healthcare facility, a private liberal 
arts college, and Seymour Johnson Air Force Base.  
Such diversification, along with the presence of 

large public-sector employers, keeps the county’s 
unemployment rate at or below state and national 
joblessness figures. 

builDing a nEW-looK WorKForcE
 In mid-2006, with the U.S. and North Carolina 
economies growing at healthy clips, Wayne County 
employers had begun noting the difficulty of filling 
vacant positions with qualified workers. County 
leaders – led by Mike haney, WCDA’s existing in-
dustry specialist – soon began conversing about the 
scarcity of skilled, available workers.  Also taking 
part were County Manager Lee Smith; Wayne Com-
munity College President Kay Albertson; Bill Pate, 

tHE WaynE occupational rEaDinESS KEyS For SuccESS initiativE 
In the span of only three years, a powerful partnership is yielding measurable progress in elevating the com-
petitive posture of Wayne County, North Carolina – showcasing the value of determination, collaboration, and 
the right tools in tackling workforce readiness challenges. The Wayne Occupational Readiness Keys for Success 
(“WORKS”) harnesses an increasingly popular set of skills assessment and enhancement tools developed by ACT, 
Inc., the Iowa-based standardized testing organization, to minimize the risks employers face in hiring, while giv-
ing both newly minted and more seasoned participants in the workforce a widely recognized, portable credential 
that can lead to job-placement success and higher wages.

Lawrence Bivins is 
founder and principal  
of Evensong Communi-
cations, Ltd. in Raleigh, 
NC and author of  
North Carolina:  
The State of Minds 
(Cherbo Publishing: 
2004).  
(bivinsl@bellsouth.net)

boosting laborforce 
compEtitivEnESS in WaynE county, nortH carolina 
By Lawrence Bivins

Automotive component manufacturer Uchiyama America is 
among the industrial employers taking part in WORKS.

i
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head of the local office of the North Carolina Employ-
ment Security Commission; Steve hicks, president of 
the Wayne County Chamber of Commerce; and others.  
In all, about 20 leaders from business, government,  
education, community, and economic development or-
ganizations agreed that a new, bold workforce solution 
was needed. 

 The answer would lay in the widespread acquisition 
by Wayne County workers of Career Readiness Cer-
tificates (CRCs), an assessment-based credential that 
gives employers, educators, economic developers, and 
new and existing members of the workforce a uniform 
measure of key employment skills. CRCs are based on 
WorkKeys® tests, the industry standard for employee 
assessment developed by ACT, Inc., a longtime not-for-
profit leader in college-admissions testing that also pro-
vides workforce development solutions.  North Caroli-
na, along with a handful of other states, adopted CRCs 
in the mid-2000s as a means to measure – and boost, 
where needed – a job applicant’s prospects for success in  
a given position or career choice. 

 Though WorkKeys® offers an array of nine separate 
tests, the CRC is granted based on performance in three 
core areas: locating information, reading for information, 
and applied math. CRC seekers scoring 
at the “Gold” level are considered quali-
fied for 90 percent of the jobs that have 
been profiled and entered into a national  
database maintained by ACT, Inc.; those 
with a “Silver” CRC satisfy requirements 
for 65 percent of those jobs, while a 
“Bronze” level certification indicates 
workers and students are ready for 35 
percent of profiled jobs. With CRC in 
hand, workers have a credible and por-
table seal of workplace readiness that 
gives them an advantage in regional and 
national employment markets. 

 Dramatic increases in the number 
of CRC holders in Wayne County – the “supply” side 
of the workforce innovation equation – was paired with 
efforts to boost the number of employers in the county 
seeking applicants with the credential. The “demand” 
side involved convincing companies to invest time and 

effort in job “profiling,” a process whereby positions 
are exhaustively deconstructed into a list of tasks and 
matched against specific skills and competency levels. 
Companies are able to express preferences for CRC hold-
ers when recruiting, reducing legal and business risks  
associated with hiring, trimming workforce turnover  
rates, and enabling keener customization of in-house 
training programs. 

SHarED intErESt. SHarED viSion.
 Powerful as it is, CRCs and WorkKeys® would be only 
the means, not an end, to the WORKS strategy. They 
have been the tools county leaders use to support exist-
ing industries and sharpen distinctions between Wayne 
County and competing business destinations.  Making 
WORKS work required, first and foremost, leadership.

 By January 2007, after meeting monthly since the 
prior summer, a core group of four county leaders had 
its WORKS plan in place. The plan set forth a strategy 
for transforming the county’s workforce assets by elevat-
ing both the supply and demand for workers holding 
CRCs. At the heart of the supply strategy was a “pipeline”  
approach that concentrated heavily on high school stu-
dents who would soon be moving into the laborforce. 

 Officials of the Wayne County Public Schools volun-
teered to pilot the systematic WorkKeys® testing of all 
seniors at three of the county’s seven public high schools. 
The move was a bold one: traditionally, public schools 
are the entities most often singled out for criticism 
when a rural community’s workforce is found wanting.  
But Wayne County’s secondary education officials were 

CRC hopefuls in Wayne County include longtime members of the  
workforce, as well as high school juniors and seniors.

 The answer would lay in the widespread  
acquisition by Wayne County workers of Career 

Readiness Certificates (CRCs), an assessment-based 
credential that gives employers, educators, economic 

developers, and new and existing members  
of the workforce a uniform measure of key 

employment skills.

A student sharpens his machining skills at Wayne Community College, 
a key partner in WORKS.

Those hoping to earn 
Career Readiness 
Certificates undergo 
testing at Wayne 
Community College.
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confident their students would hold up well. What’s 
more, WorkKeys® could be used to help educators 
identify opportunities for improving secondary curricula,  
reduce dropout rates, and spark interest in career  
advisory programs.

 Out of a pool of some 50 applicants, county leaders 
selected Diane Ivey to coordinate the WORKS program. 
A 25-year veteran of the North Carolina Community 
College System, Ivey had a rich background in eastern 
North Carolina workforce development programs in gen-
eral and, more specifically, job profiling. The coordinator  
position would include promotion, community out-
reach, grant-writing and program review responsibili-
ties, in addition to an obvious leading role in conducting  
job profiles. 

 Though some might have found such an eclectic ar-
ray of responsibilities daunting, Ivey did not. She im-
mediately saw WORKS as more than just another joint 
exercise between economic and workforce developers. 
With leadership coming from the school superintendent, 
community college president, economic developers, and 
county commissioners, there was a clear com-
mitment to doing more than “scratching the 
surface” of Wayne County’s long-term labor-
force challenges.

aSSEmbling tHE Financial  
rESourcES
 Funding would also be needed. Work-
Keys® testing comes with a $10 price tag per 
person for each of the three exams. On the 
demand side, job profiling also has its costs: 
a qualified profiler expends about 40 hours 
gathering input from employee “subject mat-
ter experts” about tasks required of them, un-
dertaking job “shadowing,” gauging skills lev-
els, and creating the final reports detailing the 
profile. Job profiling typically costs around 
$1,500, and that figure may increase as positions become 
more technically complex. 

 Collaboration among community college and K-12 
educators, economic developers, business leaders, and 
others did not go unnoticed by the county’s elected of-
ficials. Impressed with the blueprint for WORKS, the 
Wayne County Board of Commissioners approved an ini-
tial appropriation to the program of $100,000 in 2007-
08 – underwriting the full-time WORKS coordinator po-
sition at Wayne Community College and covering some 
of the costs of program promotion and job profiling. 

 North Carolina’s Eastern Region, the 13-county re-
gional economic development partnership based nearby 
in Kinston, also saw early on the promise of what Wayne 
County leaders were doing – both inside the county and 
as a potential model similar communities in the region 
might replicate. As part of its own grants program to en-
courage workforce innovation and other capacity-build-
ing efforts throughout its largely rural landscape, the 
Eastern Region invested $58,500 in WORKS in 2008 to 
defray the costs of WorkKeys® testing and job profiling. 

 As WORKS gained traction, it was able to sustain 
financial support. For 2009-10, Wayne County pro-
vided $150,000 for the program, while North Caroli-
na’s Eastern Region also stepped up its support as part 
of a leading role Wayne County now plays in a multi-
county CRC initiative known as “ASPIRE” (Assessing 
Skills for Performance in a Rebounding Economy). For 
2009-2010, the Eastern Region, one of North Carolina’s 
seven state-funded regional development organizations,  

allocated $225,626 in grant funds 
to ASPIRE, pursuant to a multi-
year strategy to vertically and  
horizontally integrate workforce 
and economic development ser-
vice providers and employers in 
the region.

     Regional developers have been 
eager to tailor CRCs to fit industry cluster targets. The 
Eastern Region, for instance, has recently seen new mo-
mentum behind efforts to cultivate an aerospace cluster 
as Spirit AeroSystems ramps up production of a new 
500,000-square-foot manufacturing site at the Global 
TransPark in Kinston. As the firm begins hiring for what 
will ultimately be a 1,031-person workforce in the region 
over the coming five years, Spirit intends to give priority 
consideration to CRC holders. Similarly, defense-aviation 
supplier AAR Corp., which opened a manufacturing fa-
cility in Wayne County in 2006, was an early participant 
in the WORKS initiative.  

marKEting tHE viSion
 Eastern Region officials, like their counterparts in 
Wayne County, have viewed CRCs as a common platform 
for employers, workers, educators, economic developers, 
and human resource professionals to identify, assess, and 
improve labor assets – both as a means of supporting the 
success of existing industry and a strategy for boosting 
overall marketability for arriving businesses.

Machinists at insulation manufacturer 
Reuel, Inc. in Goldsboro have taken part in 

the WorkKeys initiative.

Machinist positions such as this one at 
Reuel, Inc. were among the first to be 
profiled under WORKS.
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 Making the market for WORKS 
– stoking both the supply and de-
mand sides of the program – has 
largely been a function of aggres-
sive promotion. County commis-
sioners allocated $5,000 for ad-
vertising the CRC in local media, 
a sum matched by the Wayne County Development 
Alliance. The program team purchased radio spots and 
utilized airtime on public access cable television. Their 
most effective advertising format: ads placed in the Sun-
day classified pages of the local newspaper, the Goldsboro 
News-Argus, a locally owned daily which has written ex-
tensively and supportively about the program through its 
coverage of business and education news. 

 As in building demand for any product or service, 
WORKS leaders found success through persistence. 
high school students did not immediately appreciate the 
program’s relevance to them and were slow to embrace 
it. That was especially true for college-bound seniors, 
as well as their parents. Such reluctance was behind the 
decision of Wayne County Public Schools to initially re-
quire WorkKeys® testing by high school seniors. After 
the program’s first year, the requirement was extended to 
juniors, too, in an effort to give those students achieving 
modest scores a full year to sharpen their skills before re-
taking WorkKeys® prior to graduation.

 Ongoing outreach also was necessary in making the 
WORKS case to employers. Program leaders maintained 
a busy schedule of speeches and presentations to local 
business, community, and civic organizations. At first, 
interest was limited, with only a few firms willing to go 
first on a program that was largely untested. But their 
positive experiences, combined with regular appear-
ances at Rotary Club and chamber of commerce func-
tions, stirred participation among a long list of Wayne 
County businesses. Non-industrial employers such as the 
local hospital system are also now exploring participation  
in WORKS.

builDing a rEgional  
pipElinE oF cErtiFiED WorKErS
     In assessing the impact of WORKS, numbers 
easily tell the story. As of November 2009, no 
North Carolina county had more workers with 
CRCs in hand than Wayne County. In fact, though 
the county represents just 1.16 percent of the 
state’s workforce, Wayne County’s 3,652 CRC 
holders accounted for more than ten percent of 
North Carolina workers earning the designation  
(see graph).

     Though WORKS officials have yet to collect 
hard data regarding direct benefits derived by 
CRC holders, similar programs elsewhere have 

begun reporting evidence that workers earning certifica-
tions enjoy advantages over those who do not. Florida’s 
“Ready to Work” program, begun in 2007, tracked wage 
levels for early classes of participants. It found that certif-
icate earners achieved comparably higher wage increases 
than survey participants without certificates. Similarly, 
job seekers holding certificates were placed into desired 
positions at measurably higher rates. A 2010 survey by 
workforce development officials in Georgia revealed that 
fully 93 percent of those who had participated in the 
state’s “Work Ready” program, a WorkKeys®-based cre-
dentialing system akin to WORKS, would recommend 
the program to others. 

 As in building demand for any product or service, 
WORKS leaders found success through persistence. 
High school students did not immediately appreci-

ate the program’s relevance to them and were slow 
to embrace it. That was especially true for college-

bound seniors, as well as their parents. 
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Defense and aviation industry supplier 
AAR has participated in the WORKS  
initiative.

Worker at aviation supplier  
AAR, which employs 200 in 
Wayne County.
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 In explaining the success of WORKS, those intimate 
with the program and its evolution believe there is no 
substitute for leadership and a spirit of collaboration. 
They cite the strong strategic support the project won 
early on from Wayne County commissioners and the 
county school board – elected officials who are in many 
communities often mired in disagreement. A generous 
appropriation from the county – by 2009-10, a total of 
$399,000 had been allocated by county government – 
along with the risk school officials undertook in man-
dating student WorkKeys® testing, were both clear and 
visible indicators that local leaders understood the sig-
nificant rewards WORKS could bring the county’s econ-
omy. Sustaining the WORKS initiative in the years ahead 
will require an ongoing financial commitment by Wayne 
County, along with grants from state and federal govern-
ment sources and philanthropic entities. Fees collected 

by the program for job profiling and other business ser-
vices constitute another revenue channel that can help 
sustain WORKS into the future, its leaders say.

 The program’s success also is a product of its com-
mitted tactical management. The centrality of the Wayne 
County Development Alliance, which employs a full-
time existing industry support position, is another criti-
cal factor in WORKS’ success. WCDA’s Mike haney gave 

 For the past 84 years, Mt. Ol-
ive Pickle Co. has kept ahead of its 
competitors by staying current with 
changes in consumer tastes and utiliz-
ing the latest production technologies. 
The company, the largest privately-held 
pickle maker in the U.S., also has a 
reputation for embracing workforce 
innovation. When Wayne County, NC, 
launched its WORKS initiative, the firm 
was among the first employers  
to enlist.

 “Our company has very low turn-
over,” explains Chris Martin, human 
resources manager at Mt. Olive. The 
tenure of most of the company’s 500 
year-round employees easily outpaces 
the 12- to15-year life cycle of the 
plant’s production equipment. “As 
technology changes, we have to do a 
lot of internal training,” says Martin. In 
2009, Mt. Olive Pickle spent $175,000 
on in-house training. WORKS, in ad-
dition to other benefits, has enabled 
the firm to pinpoint its training budget 
around specific skill deficits uncovered 
through WorkKeys® testing. “The pro-
gram has shown us where we need to 
focus,” says Martin, who was president 
of the Wayne County Human Resources 
Association in 2008.

 
 

 As WORKS got underway, Martin 
collaborated with WORKS program 
coordinator Diane Ivey in profiling two 
specific jobs at Mt. Olive: machine op-
erator and machine operator mechanic. 
Both jobs are critical to the smooth 
operation of the company’s computer-
driven pasteurization, fermentation, 
jarring, sealing, labeling, and sorting 
systems. Martin assembled a cross-
section of 12 to 15 employees engaged 
in those jobs, known in WorkKeys® 
parlance as “subject-matter experts” 
(SMEs). SMEs logged several hours with 
profilers zeroing in on precise tasks and 
skill levels required of jobs. 

 “Profiling is fairly labor-intensive – 
companies thinking about doing this 
have to be able to front-end load it,” 
Martin explains. She advises those 
undertaking profiling to urge SMEs 
to focus on skill levels that ensure the 
highest level of employee success. 
“When we were profiling our first job, 
our SMEs wanted to look at the  
absolute bottom level you could accept, 
when what we were really looking 
for was what a really good employee 
should have,” Martin recalls. “That was 
more a matter of communications.”

 Once profiles were complete, em-
ployees at Mt. Olive began taking  
 

WorkKeys® tests in applied math, read-
ing for information, locating informa-
tion, and applied technology. “We 
assured all our employees that there 
would be no negative repercussions 
from any of the testing,” says Martin, 
who also completed the exams. “What 
stood out to us was that a number of 
machine operators needed help with 
the technology end of it,” she recalls. 
“So we are designing in-house training 
programs to bring those skills up.”

 The positive experience at Mt. Olive 
Pickle and other early WORKS partici-
pants helped encourage other Wayne 
County employers to take part in the 
program. Company president Bill Bryan, 
a longtime local business leader, regu-
larly and visibly talked up the program’s 
real-world value. Once facility manag-
ers and industry executives saw Bryan 
and other known, respected business 
people supporting the program, they 
began getting in touch with either the 
Wayne Community College’s Diane Ivey 
or Mike Haney, existing industry special-
ist at the Wayne County Development 
Alliance, in order to learn more. “In the 
end,” Martin says, “you have to gener-
ate momentum and excitement.”

at mt. olivE picKlE co., WorKS aimED HigH

The participation by Mt. Olive Pickle Company in 
WORKS helped convince other large employers to 

join the initiative.
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the project a reliable, ready-to-go bridge to the county’s 
industrial community, in addition to his pivotal posi-
tion on the WORKS Steering Committee.  But more was 
needed, and county officials were quick to understand 
that such a sweeping initiative required full-time execu-
tion by a designated program manager, and all agreed 
that the local community college would be the ideal place 
to house and support such a person. In their selection of 
an experienced job profiler with deep knowledge of the 
region’s economy and strong skills in outreach and com-
munications, county officials gave WORKS the credible 
face and confident voice needed to solidify a broad base 
of community support.

 Regional network-building is now pushing the suc-
cess of WORKS out to neighboring counties in eastern 
North Carolina – most of which look out at a similar eco-
nomic landscape and a comparable array of workforce 
challenges. Under the auspices of ASPIRE, Wayne Coun-
ty business and educational leaders are now guiding 
counterparts in nearby Carteret, Craven, Duplin, Greene, 
Jones, Lenoir, and Pitt counties, which are moving for-
ward regionally to boost the CRC-holding workforce as 
new and expanding marine trades, logistics, life science, 
aviation and aerospace, and consumer foods industries 
seek to build, grow, and maintain globally competitive 
operations in the region in the coming years.  

Existing employees and new-hires at Franklin Bakery, a consumer foods 
industry employer in Wayne County, have participated in WORKS.

 Sustaining the WORKS initiative in 
the years ahead will require an  

ongoing financial commitment by 
Wayne County, along with grants from 
state and federal government sources 

and philanthropic entities.  
Fees collected by the program for job 
profiling and other business services 
constitute another revenue channel  

that can help sustain WORKS into the 
future, its leaders say.

Hiring?  

         Seek a Certified Economic Developer (CEcD).

As an employer, you can be assured that the Certified Economic Developers you hire will be well-
connected and well-informed of innovative strategies and industry trends.  Select your next  
employee from among the best candidates – add “CEcD preferred” to your next job posting!

Working on staff development? Encourage your staff to become Certified Economic Developers.

                                      You have talented employees that you want to retain.  By supporting  
                                       your staff in obtaining the Certified Economic Developer designation,   
                                       you provide an opportunity for them to achieve recognition 
                                       for their proficiency in economic development.  

                                        For more information contact Kobi Enwemnwa at  
                                         kenwemnwa@iedconline.org or (202) 942-9483  
                                         or visit our website www.iedconline.org 

www.iedconline.org/?p=Certification
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introDuction 
n Acres of Diamonds, entrepreneur 
and business leader Russell Conwell 
wrote about a story he heard while 
traveling along the Tigris and Euphra-

tes rivers with a group of Englishmen. A 
Persian owned a very large farm with orchards, 
grainfields, and gardens and was, by all accounts, 
a contented man. Then one day, an old priest 
told the Persian that diamonds were so valuable 
that if he had a diamond the size 
of his thumb, and if he had a di-
amond mine he and his children 
could have great wealth and in-
fluence around the world. 

 The farmer sold his home and 
left his family while he went to 
search for diamonds. he did not 
find any diamonds and died pen-
niless in Spain.

 The story does not end there 
for it continues with the man who 
purchased the Persian’s farm. One 
day, the man picked up a curi-
ous looking stone that seemed 
to shine. he put the stone on his 
mantel and forgot about it – until 
the old priest came to visit again. The priest looked 
at the stone and said: “here is a diamond! has [the 
Persian] returned?”

 “Oh no, [the Persian] has not returned, and that 
is not a diamond. That is nothing but a stone we 
found right out here in our own garden,” said the 
man who owned the farm.

“But,” said the priest, “I 
tell you I know a diamond 
when I see it. I know posi-
tively that is a diamond.” 
Then the two men went 
into the garden and found 
many diamonds. This is 
how the “diamond-mine of 
Golconda, the most mag-

nificent diamond-mine in all the history of man-
kind” was discovered.  

 Conwell wrote: “had Ali hafed remained at 
home and dug in his own cellar, or underneath his 
own wheat fields or in his own garden, instead of 
wretchedness, starvation, and death by suicide in a 
strange land, he would have had ‘acres of diamonds.’ ”

entrepreneurial success 
By Joseph B. Hornett

tHE purDuE rESEarcH FounDation FinDS tHE rigHt Formula 
Entrepreneurs are some of the hardest working and motivated individuals you will ever know, and they need 
the right environment, support system, and professional guidance to be successful. Entrepreneurs must have an 
avenue for technology transfer to protect their intellectual property through patents and licensing, they need space 
to work and opportunities to network, and venues to secure venture funding and angel investments. This article 
explains how the Purdue Research Foundation provides the important amenities like a shared business center, 
business diagnostic program, venture capital opportunities, human resources, communications and marketing, 
and tech transfer activities to help entrepreneurs succeed. The Foundation won the International Economic  
Development Council’s 2009 award in regionalism and cross-border collaboration.

Joseph B. Hornett is 
senior vice president, 
treasurer and COO of 
the Purdue Research 
Foundation, which owns 
and operates the Purdue 
Research Park network. 
(jbhornett@prf.org)

More than 200 people gathered for the dedication of the 
Herman and Heddy Kurz Purdue Technology Center in the 
Purdue Research Park. The 105,000-square-foot facility  
will house the Purdue Research Foundation offices, provide 
space for up to 26 companies and support up to 275 jobs. 
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The Herman and Heddy Kurz Purdue Technol-
ogy Center is the newest building to be dedicated 
in the 725-acre Purdue Research Park in West 
Lafayette, Ind. The park is home to more than 
165 companies and provides 364,000 square feet 
for new companies, making it the largest busi-
ness incubator in the state. 
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 Conwell told this story more than 6,000 times 
around the world and it was first published in 1890 
by the John Y. huber Company of Philadelphia.  
But the story does not end there, for Conwell made so 
much money from telling the story that he was able to es-
tablish Temple University and many other civic projects.

 That is what the greatest entrepreneurs do – they 
look for diamonds in their own backyards. Conwell 
took a story and turned it into a life-changing experi-
ence. Thomas Edison took his interest in electricity and 
helped change the way we live. henry Ford took a love 

of engines and “horseless carriages” and helped change 
the way we travel. Amelia Earhart took her desire to pi-
lot aircraft and changed the way we view gender roles.  
Bill Gates took his talent in electronics and helped change 
the way we work. 

 helping entrepreneurs find the diamonds in their own 
backyards is what we’re trying to do in technology parks 
and incubators. In less than a decade, officials in the  
Purdue Research Park have worked directly with nearly 
200 successful business owners and provided guidance 
for countless others to meet 
those challenges. In just eight 
years, the 725-acre Purdue 
Research Park of West Lafay-
ette has grown into the larg-
est university-affiliated busi-
ness incubation complex in 
the country. The Park, which 
is managed by the Purdue Re-
search Foundation, is home 
to more than 165 companies. 
About 100 of these are tech-
nology-related and another 39 
are traditional startups.

 In addition to the Pur-
due Research Park of West  
Lafayette, the Foundation has 

established technology parks in other locations across 
Indiana including the Purdue Research Park at Ameri-
Plex-Indianapolis, the Purdue Research Park of Northwest 
Indiana (Merrillville), and the Purdue Research Park of 
Southeast Indiana (New Albany). Combined, these parks 
support nearly 200 businesses with about 4,000 employ-
ees earning an average annual wage of about $54,000.

 The Purdue Research Park of West Lafayette is not 
alone, for it is one of many outstanding university-affil-
iated parks in the world. Others in North America can 
be found in Wisconsin, Florida, Pennsylvania, North 
Carolina, California, Utah, Iowa, Vancouver, and other 
locations. These successful parks all have several goals in 
common including:

• Moving discoveries from the university to the public 
through technology transfer avenues.

• Protecting the university’s intellectual property 
through patents and licensing of new innovations.

• Providing the optimal infrastructure and 
environment for entrepreneurs to succeed. 

• Implementing an array of amenities to help 
entrepreneurs.

• Encouraging collaboration among the university, 
other companies, and public entities.

• Offering avenues to secure angel investments or 
venture funding.

 Discovering a problem that needs to be overcome and 
creating a solution might be accomplished by a single 
person, but those are only the first steps an entrepreneur 
must take in delivering that solution to the marketplace. 
Fortunately for entrepreneurs, especially those based at or 
near a research university, research and industrial parks 
affiliated with a university provide ample assistance in de-
veloping and delivering a discovery to the marketplace.

In just eight years, 
the 725-acre  

Purdue Research 
Park of  

West Lafayette  
has grown into 

the largest  
university-affiliated business incubation complex in the country. 

The Park, which is managed by the Purdue Research Foundation, is 
home to more than 165 companies. About 100 of these are  

technology-related and another 39 are traditional startups.

With over 165 companies, the Purdue Research Park of West Lafayette 
is the largest university-affiliated incubator in the country.

Mary Rusek, president of Swift Enterprises, discusses research with 
John Rusek, vice president and chief engineer for Swift, which is based 
in the Purdue Research Park of West Lafayette, Ind. The Ruseks co-
founded the company that is developing a high-octane biofuel for the 
general aviation industry.
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Strong FounDation
 The Purdue Research Foundation was founded dur-
ing the height of the Great Depression when David E. 
Ross, president of the Purdue University Board of Trust-
ees, had a vision. he believed that there would be great 
benefits to industry if we increased partnerships and ac-
cess to university knowledge and aid. Along with trustee 
board member Josiah K. Lilly, founder of Eli Lilly and 
Co., and combined financing of $50,000, they created 
the Purdue Research Foundation. The purpose of the 
Foundation as established by David 
Ross and Josiah Lilly is to “Advance 
the Mission of Purdue University.” 
That includes accepting gifts, ad-
ministering trusts, funding research 
scholarships and grants, acquiring 
property, and negotiating research 
contracts on behalf of the university.

 A new goal of the Foundation/
Purdue University partnership 
was launched in the 1990s when 
the Foundation was charged with 
helping the university in the realm 
of economic development. Thus, 
we began to attract businesses to  
the Purdue Research Park net-
work, launch new startups pow-
ered by Purdue-generated innovation, and  
cultivate high-tech collaborations with  
the university.

 Purdue Research Park’s successful 
incubator model that combines tech-
nology transfer and business accel-
eration programs, flexible leasing plans 
and human resources, and media rela-
tions and marketing assistance have 
led to explosive growth for individual 
companies and the largest cluster of  
technology-based companies in the state. 
Those services are combined with top-notch business 
plan competitions, job fairs, internship programs, and 
entrepreneurship academies.

 The secret to the success of the entrepreneurs in the 
Purdue Research Park network goes well beyond the 
services we offer. Clustered together, our firms create an 
entrepreneurial spirit amongst themselves that is condu-
cive to information sharing through networking, as well 
as a larger pool of highly skilled labor. Clustering also 
encourages the development of additional on-site ame-
nities such as trail systems, fitness centers, child care,  
and restaurants.

univErSity-aFFiliatED FirmS 
 There is no doubt that the affiliation with Purdue Uni-
versity is a cornerstone in the success of the Purdue Re-
search Park network. Of the nearly 200 companies, 64 
have a direct link to a discovery or innovation of a Purdue 
professor that was patented, licensed, and led to the cre-
ation of a company. Cook Biotech Inc. and Endocyte Inc. 

are two examples of a discovery made at Purdue Universi-
ty, developed through the Foundation’s Office of Technol-
ogy Commercialization, and then licensed to a company.

 Cook Biotech Inc. was one of the first companies to 
be based on a Purdue University technology. Founded 
in 1995 by Cook Group Inc., Cook Biotech licensed a 
technology discovered in the laboratory of Leslie Geddes 
(1921-2009), the former Purdue University Showalter 
Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Biomedical Engi-
neering. The technology developed from porcine small 

intestine submucosa, or SIS, 
is one of the most well-known 
biomedical technologies to 
come out of Purdue University. 
The technology is used for tis-
sue repair and has more than 15 
FDA clearances for use in her-
nia repair, fistula repair, plastic 
surgery, staple line reinforce-
ment, continence restoration, 
Peyronie’s disease, dural repair, 
and pelvic floor repair. Cook 

Biotech’s other well-known tissue repair product, OA-
SIS® Wound Matrix, is used to treat bed sores, burns, 
and disease-induced skin ulcers.

 The technology uses a scaffold-life matrix that can 
be surgically implanted to help wounds heal faster. 
It has been used in nearly one million people around 
the world. Doctors are using it on injured soldiers and  
civilians in Afghanistan, Iran, and other places. 

 In 2004, the Cook Biotech technology was used dur-
ing an operation to separate conjoined twins, Carl and 
Clarence Aguirre, by surgeons in the Children’s hospital 
in Montefiore, New York. The boys were joined at the top 
of their heads. After the surgery, a product was needed 
to repair the dura mater (covering of the brain). Dur-
asis, the Cook Biotech SIS technology, was used instead 
of a plastic material to allow the dura mater to grow with  
the children. 

 In a 2009 example, the Cook Biotech SIS technology 
helped a 15-year-old boy who was injured while hunt-
ing with a friend in southern Indiana. he was a good 

 The secret to the success of the entrepreneurs in the  
Purdue Research Park network goes well beyond the services we  

offer. Clustered together, our firms create an entrepreneurial spirit 
amongst themselves that is conducive to information sharing through 

networking, as well as a larger pool of highly skilled labor.  
Clustering also encourages the 

development of additional  
on-site amenities such as trail 

systems, fitness centers,  
child care, and restaurants.

A scientist with Purdue Research Park-based 
company Cook Biotech Inc. holds the SIS 
technology developed by Cook Biotech. The 
SIS technology was developed at Purdue 
University and helps repair and regenerate 
soft tissues in the human body. The product 
has been used on more than a million patients 
across the globe.
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basketball player and the season was just beginning. 
While resting the gun barrel on his foot, it fired, creating 
a penetrating wound – skin and bones were destroyed. A 
surgeon carefully cleaned the wound of debris and then 
packed the SIS technology into the wound. There was a 
concern that the boy might have a permanent impair-
ment. In January, the foot had healed without significant 
scarring and without any physical deficit and the young 
man rejoined the basketball team. 

 To accommodate a rapidly increasing demand for 
its products, the company built a 55,000-square-foot, 
clean-room manufacturing facility at Purdue Research 
Park of West Lafayette, Ind. in 2004. Today, Cook Bio-
tech has about 130 employees.

 Another example of a Purdue Uni-
versity technology discovery that led 
to the founding of a successful com-
pany is Endocyte Inc., a privately held 
biotechnology company developing a 
new generation of receptor-targeted 

therapeutics, or “smart drugs,” for the treatment of can-
cer and autoimmune diseases.

 Endocyte was developed from a discovery by Phil 
Low, the Joseph F. Foster Distinguished Professor of 
Chemistry. Endocyte founders are Dr. Low, who serves 
as the company’s chief science officer, and Ron Ellis, the 
company’s president and CEO. 

 Around the country, doctors are treating people like 
Susan Umberger, who has drug-resistant ovarian cancer, 
as part of Endocyte’s clinical trials phase. Susan retired in 
2007 and discovered she had ovarian cancer one month 
later. After trying conventional therapy treatments in-
cluding surgery and chemotherapy, she became part of 
Endocyte’s Precedent study. The drug, often called the 
“Trojan horse” drug, is designed to target cancer cells 
while avoiding normal cells. It does this because of the 
folate used with the medicine. After six months in the 
study, Susan said, “Every time we do a CAT scan – which 

is every 8 weeks – (the cancer is reduced). And the first 
one was the most dramatic. It went down about 50 per-
cent.” Endocyte has a broad pipeline of drugs in develop-
ment for the treatment of various cancers and inflamma-
tory diseases, including six cancer drugs in clinical trials. 
In 2009, the company closed on $26 million equity fi-
nancing. Overall funding is more than $100 million. 

 In June 2009, company officials announced a major 
milestone when they presented their data from the Phase 
II PRECEDENT study before the American Society of 
Clinical Oncology at its annual meeting held in Chicago. 

 The examples of Cook Biotech and Endocyte have 
one important aspect in common: both companies  
developed after discovering a solution to a problem. The 

entrepreneurs of both companies realized that they could 
not stop, but also worked to deliver that solution to the 
marketplace. Fortunately for entrepreneurs, especially 
those based at or near a research university, research and 
industrial parks affiliated with a university provide am-
ple assistance in developing and delivering a discovery 
to the marketplace. Such is the case with Cook Biotech 
and Endocyte, for they use the resources at the univer-
sity and at the research park to further their companies’ 
strategic goals.

tEcHnology tranSFEr,  
intEllEctual propErty
 One of the first essentials that entrepreneurs need is 
the knowledge of the quality of their intellectual prop-
erty and how to protect it. At the Purdue Research Foun-
dation, the Office of Technology Commercialization acts 
as an important catalyst in the success of the Founda-
tion/University partnership. The office operates one of 
the most comprehensive technology transfer programs 
among leading research universities in the United States. 
Services provided by this office support the economic 
development initiatives of the university and benefit the 
university’s academic activities.

 Based in West Lafayette, Ind., Purdue faculty, staff, 
and student entrepreneurs can work hand-in-hand 
with technology managers in the Office of Technology 
Commercialization. These managers help entrepreneurs 

Chris Leamon, vice president of research for Endocyte Inc., does 
research on a drug that could help target and find new ways to treat 
cancer. The technology was discovered at Purdue University and the 
company is based in the Purdue Research Park of West Lafayette.

Fortunately for entrepreneurs, especially those based  
at or near a research university, research and industrial parks  

affiliated with a university provide ample assistance in  
developing and delivering a discovery to the  

marketplace. Such is the case with  
Cook Biotech and Endocyte,  

for they use the resources at the university  
and at the research park to further their  

companies’ strategic goals.
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ascertain if there is a market niche for the intellectual 
property. If there is, they help the entrepreneurs better 
understand state and federal policies related to intellec-
tual properties. 

 The Office of Technology Commercialization strives 
to protect, market, and license intellectual property de-
veloped at Purdue University. The office works closely 
with Purdue faculty, staff, and student entrepreneurs 
to provide the resources needed to better understand 
Purdue policies related to intellectual property and the 
processes whereby this intellectual property – patents, 
copyright, trademarks, and tangible research property – 
can become an actual product or service. Startups and 
established companies alike use the property to ascertain 
and protect their market niche, resulting in job creation 
and other economic development advantages. To ensure 
the long-term success of the innovations, the office of-
ten helps inventors form startups complete with investor 
support and qualified management teams.

 The numbers are impressive. From 1996 to 2009, 
the Office of Technology Commercialization filed 1,827 
invention disclosures and 380 patents from discoveries 
made at Purdue, and 40 startups have been created from 
Purdue technologies. Most of the startups are in life sci-

ences, biomedical devices, engineering, advanced manu-
facturing, information technology, and agriscience.

 We recognize the hard work of the Purdue faculty 
with the annual Purdue Research Foundation Inventors 
Recognition Dinner, where we honor one faculty mem-
ber with the Outstanding Commercialization Award, 
and all faculty who filed patents receive a plaque during 
the black-tie awards dinner. In 2009, we recognized 31 
faculty members and awarded Karthik Ramani, a pro-
fessor of mechanical engineering, with the Outstanding 
Commercialization Award for his work with a Purdue 
Research Park-based company, VizSeek, which provides 
online visuals for search engines and databases.

accESS to inFraStructurE
 Once the market niche for the entrepreneur’s intel-
lectual property has been determined, the entrepreneur 
then needs access to a variety of assets including infra-
structure, business services, networking, and more. The 
Purdue Research Foundation provides these to all entre-
preneurs located in its four-city park network.

 Comprised of uniquely designed buildings, the Purdue 
Technology Centers provide flexible office/laboratory fa-
cilities. State-of-the-art conference rooms equipped with 

licEnSing a tEcHnology

 A good example of a discovery moving through the licensing process is a Purdue University technology that uses a 
monitoring system similar to those used by earthquake seismologists to detect tiny cracks in bones. The technology was 
recently licensed through the Office of Technology Commercialization. The technology could help prevent fractures in 
humans and racehorses. 

 The new monitoring system 
records “acoustic emission data,” or 
sound waves created by the tiny bone 
fissures. The same sorts of acoustic 
emissions are used to monitor the 
integrity of bridges and mechanical 
parts like helicopter turbine blades, 
according to Ozan Akkus, an associate 
professor in Purdue University’s Wel-
don School of Biomedical Engineer-
ing who discovered this technology. 
Researchers at Purdue have designed 
wearable acoustic emission sensors, 
which could be used to monitor the 
formation of these “microcracks” in 
bones that can lead to hairline stress 
fractures unless detected in time. 

 The technology might help prevent 
serious fractures in racehorses that 
could cause lameness and lead to 
more serious catastrophic bone 
failure. There is a huge investment 
in thoroughbred and standardbred 
horses, and a thoroughbred racehorse 
can cost between $4,000 to $10 
million and cost thousands more each 
month for training. About 70 percent 

of young thoroughbreds develop 
microcracks in their cannon bones 
known as bucked shins. About 10 
percent of horses with bucked shins 
will have radiographic evidence of 
stress fractures. One of the technolo-
gy’s goals is to prevent stress fractures 
and curtail catastrophic fractures.

 Estimated losses attributed to bone 
fractures in thoroughbred or standard-
bred horses used in the horse racing 
industry exceed $10 million annually. 
Such a technology also might protect 
soldiers, athletes and dancers. Akkus 
visited West Point in summer 2009 to 
test the monitoring system on cadets 
going through basic training.

 “Strenuous military exercises 
subject soldiers to prolonged physical 
activity in which relatively small forces 
are repeatedly exerted on bones,” Ak-
kus said. “The forces are not initially 
strong enough to break a bone, but 
it’s the repetition that poses the most 
danger by causing microscopic cracks 
to accumulate over time and eventu-
ally result in stress fractures.” Depend-

ing on the service branch and type of 
training, five percent to 20 percent of 
U.S. basic training recruits experience 
stress fractures of the lower extremi-
ties, with the highest incidence in 
women recruits, Akkus explains.

 About five percent to 10 percent 
of athletes experience stress fractures. 
A stress fracture occurs because cracks 
form when mineralized collagen fibers 
in bone fail, producing sound waves 
that cause a rippling motion on the 
skin’s surface. “This is the same thing 
that happens during an earthquake, 
but on a microscopic scale and at a 
higher frequency,” Akkus said. “In-
stead of an earthquake-size opening, 
these cracks are about a tenth of a 
millimeter wide.” One reason it’s  
difficult to diagnose the hairline 
fractures is because they are caused 
by the gradual accumulation of 
microscopic cracks, which are not 
detectable with conventional imaging 
technologies. 
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audio, visual, and computer systems are available free of 
charge to tenants and affiliates. Shared office equipment 
such as two-way video, postage meters, photo copiers, 
fax, high-definition scanner, and extra-wide printer are 
available on a usage-basis. In addition, Purdue Univer-
sity offers access to its broad array of research equipment 
to client companies for a usage fee. This valuable asset 
allows companies to defer the purchase of expensive 
equipment.

 The Purdue Technology Centers’ affiliate program is 
designed for startups not ready to lease office space. Af-
filiate clients have access to the same services as tenant 
clients, only without a physical presence in the center.

amEnitiES For SuccESS
 An entrepreneur with a company based in the Pur-
due Research Park network doesn’t have to worry about 
hiring a receptionist to take calls, putting together a hu-
man resources policy manual, or writing news releases 
and distributing them to media outlets. But the services 
go beyond that to office essentials like a copy machine, 
fax machine, mailing services, and even a place to grab a 
cup of coffee. What this means is that entrepreneurs can 
concentrate on their business during those critical first 
years that can make or break most companies and for the 
duration that their company remains in the park.  

 human resources assistance is provided to clients by 
the Purdue Research Foundation’s human Resource Ser-
vices Department. The department assists client firms in 
writing job descriptions; facilitating and funding pooled 
advertising for park-based positions both online and in 
the newspaper; screening résumés; and assisting clients 
with the interview process.

 The Foundation’s Communications and Marketing 
Department assists clients with the creation of market-
ing materials; the editing, marketing, and distribution of 
news releases; the production of company profiles, bro-
chures, and informational videos; television/radio place-
ments; and media workshops.

 The PRF DataStation, a Purdue Research Foundation-
managed data center located at Purdue Research Park 
of West Lafayette, supports the park’s technology-based 
and compliancy-regulated companies. The DataStation is 

FivE tipS For EntrEprEnEurS  
to SuccEED

1. get a strong finance manager: Few visionary en-
trepreneurs are good finance managers, and many 
companies with a great product and strong clientele 
have failed because of poor money management. 
Choose wisely so you can focus on your product  
and client. 

2. pick the right location: Make sure your work 
environment is conducive to creativity and a place 
where you can invite clients. Consider an incubator 
or research park that provides the necessary ameni-
ties to support your needs such as a shared business 
center, human resources guidance, conference 
space, welcome center, marketing assistance,  
close restaurants and shopping, and networking 
opportunities.  

3. protect your ip: It’s your technology and your 
product. Secure patents and/or licensing agree-
ments. Have potential clients sign confidentiality 
agreements if you are sharing trade secrets or  
letting them into your facility. 

4. make friends: Join economic development organi-
zations in your area; accept speaking engagements; 
join social media outlets like Facebook and Twitter 
or start your own blog; get to know the economic 
development leaders in your area; and attend  
functions where you can network.  

5. believe in yourself and your product: Any 
successful entrepreneur has faced challenges and 
choices. Keep focusing on your professional goals 
and don’t forget that you started this business be-
cause you have a product or service that fills a need.

David Kennedy, president of IKOTECH LLC, sits in the Bindley  
Bioscience Center in Purdue’s Discovery Park beside an advanced 
magnetic cell-sorting machine. His company is using the technology 
for cancer diagnostics, diabetes therapeutics and other health-care 
applications. IKOTECH has relocated from Cincinnati into the Purdue 
Technology Center of Southeast Indiana in New Albany, Ind. 
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Human resources assistance is provided  
to clients by the Purdue Research  

Foundation’s Human Resource Services  
Department. The department assists client 

firms in writing job descriptions; facilitat-
ing and funding pooled advertising for 

park-based positions both online and in the 
newspaper; screening résumés; and assisting 

clients with the interview process.
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an energy-efficient, high security facility built to house 
mission-critical computer and network equipment. Serv-
ing as a central point for fiber connectivity, the DataSta-
tion also features redundant power and cooling as well 
as access to low-cost, high-availability internet band-
width. Customers include Purdue Research Park-based 
companies and any company connected to the center by 
fiber, copper or wireless network infrastructure. Com-
panies located in other Indiana cities, especially those 
with Purdue Research Parks – Merrillville, Indianapolis,  
and New Albany – benefit from the DataStation’s virtu-
alized applications, managed services, and off-site data 
storage capabilities.

Encouraging collaboration
 Business coaching and advisor services are provided 
to incubator clients and emerging startups through the 
Purdue Portals program. This program is designed to  
accelerate new business growth by creating vital links 
between product research and commercial application.

  The program provides tangible assistance that can 
significantly reduce the entrepreneur’s time, effort, and 
resources needed to commercialize their product, service 
or process. Principal areas of assistance include business 
plan development, seasoned counsel, test marketing,  
financial and technical input, and direction from market-
specific mentors. Purdue Portals utilizes a “stage-gate” 
methodology to identify, evaluate, and assist commercial 
business opportunities. The program employs seven de-
velopment features critically important to the commer-
cial development process, including:

1. Establishing a clear pathway of development  
structured to employ three phases of review and  
assistance;

2. Forming a team to evaluate and guide the develop-
ment process;

3. Selecting a mentor and advisory board representing 
special technical market knowledge and access;

4. Accelerating the business development timetable;

5. Placing the products and services into an initial 
“trial-sell” in the marketplace;

6. Developing financing strategies that address early 
stage gap financing resources, attraction of angel 
investors, and identification of sustainable financial 
resources; and

7. Assisting with the formulation of a management 
team.

 These seven features, when combined, form the type 
of matrix that is necessary to launch today’s new prod-
ucts and services successfully. In accelerating the devel-
opment of technology-based businesses, the program 
functions as a hands-on strategic advisor, helping negoti-
ate, implement, and manage all phases of the accelera-
tion process.

 Other programs include the educational opportuni-
ties provided through the university. A number of venues 
are used to assist clients with training and education on a 
wide range of business topics. Three industry-based clus-
ters – the Life Sciences Research Council, the Department 
of Defense Cluster, and TechNet (an IT cluster) – meet 
monthly to discuss industry-specific business issues and 
provide a forum for educational speakers. Monthly semi-
nars are held to present business topics to all client com-
panies. Educational topics include company formation, 
gaining access to investors, grant opportunities, commer-
cial lending, and other pertinent subjects. In addition, 
clients have access to seminars and programs offered by 
the Purdue University Krannert School of Management 
and the Burton D. Morgan Center for Entrepreneurship.

 The access to networking and synergy through Purdue 
University gives entrepreneurs a unique avenue of work-
ing and collaborating with researchers in a world-class 
research institution. The university encourages faculty 
to be engaged in the Purdue Research Parks. At present, 
the parks have 64 faculty members highly engaged in 
park companies. Along with this there also are 275 uni-
versity students employed at park companies who pro-
vide a wealth of knowledge as well as information shar-
ing, which adds to the workforce development for park  
companies. In turn, the students gain invaluable work-
ing experience that often leads to career opportunities  
upon graduation.

 A critical networking opportunity for company presi-
dents is an Executive Summit during which leaders dis-
cover what is happening in the park, share ideas and  
expertise, provide best practices, and learn about the 
state and national initiatives that may be applicable to 
their businesses.

 A less structured program, but just as important for 
collaborations and networking, is the quarterly “Party in 
the Park” events in which all client company employees 
are invited to mingle. These after-hours topical events are 
normally sponsored by local service providers, and also 
facilitate networking between clients and providers. The 
Purdue Technology Centers also leverage Purdue Uni-
versity sporting events to create after-hours networking 

The Purdue Technology Center of Southeast Indiana, located at 3000 
Technology Ave. near the southeast corner of Interstate 265 and 
Charlestown Road in New Albany, is one of four Purdue Research 
Park centers around the state that serve as incubators for startup or 
expanding companies. It also is home to most of the classrooms, labs 
and faculty offices for Purdue’s College of Technology at New Albany 
location, the Purdue Extension Office for Floyd County, and an office 
for Purdue’s Technical Assistance Program. 
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opportunities. Purdue University football tailgate parties 
provide an informal venue for client companies to net-
work with Purdue University faculty, staff, and admin-
istrators. These events provide clients and startups with 
the opportunity to gain access to a network of local pro-
fessionals and experts.

accESS to capital
 Another metric used to track the performance of the 
Purdue Technology Centers is the attraction of capital 
investments to client companies. Since 2004, combined 
total investments from private, institutional, and govern-
mental sources exceed $100 million.

 Strong financial support enables the Foundation to 
bring new opportunities to new innovations. Through 
strong community relationships, we have been rewarded 
with the backing of the city of West Lafayette; Tippeca-
noe County; the Indiana Economic Development Corpo-
ration; the Lafayette/West Lafayette Development Corpo-
ration; Greater Lafayette Commerce; and local, state, and 
federal government. In addition, other funding has been 
put into place to help our companies reach their goals.

 Strong financial support enables the Foundation to 
bring new opportunities to each of its locations. In Mer-
rillville, federal support of $9 million to date has aided 
the construction of the Purdue Technology Center. Lo-
cally, the city of West Lafayette has provided $4.1 million 
for the creation of the Ross Enterprise Center to attract 
Butler International’s Sikorsky Engineering and Technol-
ogy Center; $1.5 million to build the Innovation Center 
to attract hP Enterprise Services (formerly EDS); and nu-
merous tax abatements and training dollars.

 At the state level, the creation of the Indiana Certi-
fied Technology Park Program also has provided fund-
ing. This program returns incremental sales and income 

tax for reinvestment in our Purdue Research Parks. These 
funds, $450,000 to date, have provided fiber infrastruc-
ture for the Purdue Research Parks. The balance of the 
funds, $4.5 million, has been committed to the Purdue 
Technology Center through the efforts of the city of West 
Lafayette. The state has also worked closely with the  
Purdue Research Parks for grant funding in excess of  
$2 million.

 The local, state, and federal dollars granted to park 
projects have been matched by the Purdue Research 
Foundation as well as friends of Purdue. In New Albany, 
property worth $10 million was donated to the Foun-
dation. An additional $3 million was committed to the  
herman and heddy Kurz Purdue Technology Center in 
West Lafayette.

 The Foundation-managed Trask Fund is de-
signed to assist in the commercialization of the 
university’s intellectual property by funding the 
research in Purdue laboratories and emerging 
companies in the very early stages of development. 
Two programs exist under this fund: The Trask 
Technology Innovation Awards and the Emerging 
Innovations Fund. 

 The objective of the Trask Technology Inno-
vation Awards program is to support short-term 
projects that will enhance the value of intellec-
tual property disclosed to the Foundation. The 
goal is to create a strong technology position for 
the intellectual property and increase its value to  
potential licensees. Awards in this program are up 
to $100,000 for a period of one year. 

 In 2008, Purdue Research Foundation intro-
duced the Emerging Innovations Fund, an inte-
grated approach to research innovation, devel-
opment, and commercialization. A partnership 
between the Purdue Research Foundation and 

10 SitES to HElp EntrEprEnEurS SuccEED
1. Resources for entrepreneurs by state: 

http://www.gaebler.com/resources-for-entrepreneurs-by-state.htm

2. Entrepreneurs Great Web sites: 
http://www.gaebler.com/web-sites-for-entrepreneurs.htm

3. National Business Incubation Association: 
http://www.nbia.org/

4. Social networking site list: http://www.careeroverview.com/
blog/2009/100-best-social-sites-for-entrepreneurs/

5. Business link to the U.S. government: 
http://www.business.gov/

6. Kauffman Foundation of Entrepreneurship: 
http://www.entrepreneurship.org/

7. Industry statistics and financial ratios: 
http://www.bizstats.com/

8. Market research: http://www.nielsen.com/

9. Financing business sites: http://www.businessfinance.com/

10. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: http://www.uspto.gov/

M4 Sciences CEO and founder James Mann works on a computer  
numerically controlled lathe machine used for the company’s Tri-
boMAM™ ultraprecision drilling technology. The design of the device 
provides greater precision and increases the speed of mechanical  
machining processes. The device can be used in the electronics, health-
care and manufacturing industries. M4 Sciences just signed an agreement 
with Fukuda Corp. in Tokyo to market the device to machine  
tool manufacturers.

Photo credit: Purdue Research Park

www.gaebler.com/resources-for-entrepreneurs-by-state.htm
www.gaebler.com/web-sites-for-entrepreneurs.htm
www.nbia.org/
www.careeroverview.com/blog/2009/100-best-social-sites-for-entrepreneurs/
www.business.gov/
www.entrepreneurship.org/
www.bizstats.com/
www.nielsen.com/
www.businessfinance.com/
www.uspto.gov/
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What’s On YOur reading List?

Visit IEDC’s Online Bookstore for the very best offerings of  
industry-related publications from major publishers, plus  
our own technical reports and education course manuals. 

You will find the latest titles to give you the edge you need  
to stay at the forefront of the economic development profession.

Go to www.iedconline.org

Questions or Title Suggestions – Call (202) 223-7800.

Discovery Park at Purdue University, the Emerging In-
novations Fund is a unique, self-sustaining initiative that 
brings together money, people, and ideas to accelerate 
the commercialization of early-stage technologies in the 
Purdue community.

 The Emerging Innovations Fund was initially capital-
ized with $1.5 million in donations, and will be a $5 mil-
lion evergreen fund. Ventures formed by Purdue faculty, 
staff, students, and Purdue Research Park-based compa-
nies are eligible to apply for program funding in amounts 
of $20,000 to $200,000 over 12 to 18 months.

 The Emerging Innovations Fund is one with strings at-
tached. Funding is made on a competitive basis based on 
the quality of the application. Selections are made after a 
stringent review process during which technology, prelim-
inary models, business plans, and budgets are arduously 
tested. Securing an award from the Emerging Innova-
tions Fund is a starting place in itself, because funding is  
dependent upon the startup meeting specific milestones, 
a structure that promotes measureable process.

 The Emerging Innovations Fund is designed to bridge 
the gap between the lab and the marketplace by infus-
ing funds and management expertise at critical junctures. 
The fund helps Purdue entrepreneurs develop proto-
types, assess patentability issues, ensure solid business 
plans, and improve the probability of attracting the next 

level of funding for nascent companies based on Purdue 
technologies. The ultimate goal of the fund is to create 
“investor-ready” companies, thus improving the probabil-
ity of attracting additional funding and market interest.

 The Foundation also has established a new organiza-
tion for angel investors called the P3 Alliance. The in-
vitation-only association provides members with infor-
mation about new patents, licensing options, and other 
investment opportunities from Purdue University-based 
technologies earlier than the general public receives it

concluSion
 The lessons for success that we’ve learned are pretty 
simple: Entrepreneurs are some of the hardest working 
and motivated individuals you will ever know, and if 
you provide them with a supportive environment to help 
them succeed, then they will make you look good.

 Other important lessons are that innovations and 
discoveries need an avenue for technology transfer, en-
trepreneurs’ technologies and intellectual property need 
to be protected through patents and licensing, entrepre-
neurs need a space to work and opportunities to net-
work, and venues need to be provided to secure venture 
funding and angel investments.

 We’re helping entrepreneurs find their diamonds.  

www.iedconline.org/cgi-bin/iedc_bookstore/iedc.cgi
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introDuction
ow long the current economic 
condition will last is a great de-
bate and one in which we have all 
engaged.   However, we need to move 

past this guessing game and on to dealing with 
the current set of facts as we know them.  

 For the past 50 years, economic developers have 
found satisfying and well-paying careers in stimu-
lating individual wealth and increasing revenues to 
taxing districts by marshalling resources to achieve 
a set of results faster than if left to natural forces.  
The simple measures of this business have been 
quantity and quality of jobs created and incremen-
tal advances in tax revenues, primarily in income, 
property, and sales taxes.  The purpose of this ar-
ticle is to frame the current economic conditions 
and to delve into fresh ideas for how community 
economic developers cannot just cope with these 
conditions but make significant improvements.

currEnt anD ForEcaStED  
Economic conDitionS
 Sometime in the fourth quarter of 2008 the 
economic momentum most of us were experienc-
ing began a sharp decline, which has resulted in 
increased scrutiny to our profession.  For the fore-
seeable future, we must face the truth that net job 
growth, capital investment, and particularly new 
income to local and state governments may be a 
reality but only if we change the way we operate.  
The most sophisticated prognosticators are say-
ing employment will return to pre-recession levels 
somewhere between 2014 and who knows when.  

 In February 2010, 14.9 million Americans were 
unemployed.  True unemployment - the number 
of people who are of working age and have mar-
ketable skills - was nearly 18 percent.  One study 
showed 44 percent of families experienced a job 
loss, a reduction in hours, or a pay cut in 2009.  By 
mid 2010, the average unemployed American will 
have been out of work for 12 months, the longest 
since 1948 when the Bureau of Labor Statistics be-
gan tracking this statistic.

 The recap above shows that following the offi-
cial end of the last three recessions, returning to 
pre-recession employment levels has taken longer 
after each time. If this trend continues, it could 
conservatively mean we will return to pre-recession 
employment by 2017.  This presumes there is not a 
double-dip recession waiting to hit in 2011.

 The tax revenue picture for local, county, and 
state coffers is discouraging as well.  Municipal gov-
ernments are wrestling with decreases of 5 percent 
and up to 20 percent and the National Conference 
of State Legislatures projects that 57 percent of 
states will see another reduction in revenues for FY 

a crisis is a terrible thing
to WaStE 
By Tim Chase, CEcD, FM 

HoW Economic DEvElopmEnt cEoS aDD valuE in a DoWn Economy
During a crisis such as the worst economy in recent history, finding new and innovative ways to succeed  
becomes the norm rather than the exception.  Economic development activities have been punctuated with all 
manner of deal making and ultimately consummate in a transaction which must be blessed by government and 
community leadership. The extent to which these entities are willing to work together to embrace change, equates 
to their level of success.  This article begins with a hard look at the current prospects for job creation, suggests new 
value propositions, and examines six new ways to compete including specific action steps.  The six ideas resulted 
from three work-sessions at IEDC conferences over the last 18 months in which 200 practitioners provided direct 
feedback or assisted in the writing of this article.
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1990 July 1991 March 8 6 36
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2010, following an even higher number in 2009.  Only 
those states that raised taxes last year are forecasting an 
increase over 2009 revenues.  After three decades of tax 
payers telling government administrators and politicians 
to do more with less, the new reality is they can only do 
less with less.  Some economists have announced that if 
and when the economy returns, millions of shoppers will 
have made the switch to buying non-perishable items al-
most exclusively online or via catalogs – which eliminates 
sales tax collections.  The impact of this switch in shop-
ping habits could leave government budgets crippled. 

 In March 2010, Don Peck, deputy managing editor of 
The Atlantic, wrote an article entitled “how a New Jobless 
Era Will Transform America”.  he writes, “The great re-
cession may be nearing an end (two consecutive quarters 
of GDP growth) but the era of high joblessness is prob-
ably just beginning.  Before it ends, it will likely change 
the life, course, and character of a generation of young 
adults.  It will leave an indelible imprint on many blue-
collar men.  It could cripple marriage as an institution in 
many communities. It may already be plunging many in-
ner cities into a despair not seen for decades. Ultimately, 
it is likely to warp our politics, our culture, and the char-
acter of our society for years to come.”    

 As economic developers, we are comfortable with the 
terms used to describe our workforce.  Terms that we all 
understand are:  unemployment, underemployment, dis-
located workers, entry level skills, full employment, and 
talent war.  here is a new term:  chronic unemployment.  
In his article, Peck called unemployment a brief and rela-
tively routine transitional state that results from the rise 

and fall of companies in the economy.  however, chron-
ic unemployment is defined as 12 continuous months 
without being gainfully employed.  It is all-consuming 
and life-changing.  Peck said, “The former is a necessary 
lubricant in any engine of economic growth.  The latter is 
a pestilence that slowly eats away at people, families, and, 
if it spreads widely enough, the fabric of society.  Indeed 
history suggests it is perhaps society’s most noxious ill.”  

 Chronic unemployment leads to the devastating ero-
sion of “self confidence” and “self esteem,” two critical 
soft skills for a healthy workforce.  Obtaining and then 
maintaining these two skills requires constant vigilance 
and hard work.  Once they are gone, some believe they 
will never return.

impactS oF cHronic unEmploymEnt
 To some extent the cycle of chronic unemployment 
follows the reciprocal of the accounting principal First 
In, Last Out or FILO.  Chronic unemployment is a func-
tion of First Out, Last In or FOLI.  Consider the anal-
ogy of a flower shop. When buying a bunch of flowers, 
customers will generally choose the freshest, least wilted 
bunch. This has the unfortunate consequence of mak-
ing the remaining flowers look even sadder, making them 
even less likely to be chosen by the next customer. 

 This is comparable to employers choosing from 
among the most recently unemployed 
when they begin interviewing for re-
placement employees.  Employers be-
lieve those candidates who have been 
unemployed the longest have the least 
desirability and therefore will remain 
unemployed the longest.  In fact many 
of these dislocated workers will simply 
become unemployable.  

     Over the last 18 months in work 
sessions at IEDC conferences, eco-
nomic developers across the country 
have gathered to discuss the implica-

tions of these changes.  Some in the groups convinc-
ingly defended the idea of a turnaround to a normal 
economy within 12 to 24 months; others say it will be 
closer to two or four years; yet others forecast a better 
picture will take at least seven years.  Another segment 
truly believed our ability to build wealth year after year 
may have been permanently damaged.  Furthermore, the 
group acknowledged that in a shrinking economy, an 
economic developer’s definition of success must incor-
porate the notion that “year-on-year growth is no longer  
a given.”

 The single note on which the participants were all in 
tune was “economic developers who pursue a business-as-
usual strategy will be looking for new employment, and likely 
very soon.”  All agreed that our world has changed vir-

As economic developers, we are comfortable  
with the terms used to describe our workforce.  Terms 

that we all understand are:  unemployment,  
underemployment, dislocated workers, entry level skills, 

full employment, and talent war.  Here is a new term:  
chronic unemployment.  

 city Fiscal year budget  % of  
   reduction total budget

 Detroit 2010 $300,000,000  20%

 Columbus 2009 $114,000,000  18%

 Phoenix 2010 $201,000,000  17%

 Kansas City 2010 $87,100,000  15%

 Chicago 2009 $769,000,000  13%

 Los Angeles 2010 $528,720,000 12%

 New York 2010 $6,600,000,000  11%

 Philadelphia 2010 $428,000,000  11%

 Atlanta 2010 $56,000,000  10%

 Boston 2010 $140,000,000  6%

 Baltimore 2010 $65,000,000  5%

 Seattle 2009 $44,300,000  5%

SOURCE: The PEW Charitable Trusts, Philadelphia Research Initiative - May 2009
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tually overnight and we must be willing and prepared 
to meet these changes head-on.  A pervasive theme has 
repeatedly surfaced over this time which has almost 
reached a unison chord, “We need to be shifting away 
from measuring the number of transactions completed 
as our primary measure of success and towards build-
ing new capacity and systems.”  Many felt they are still 
responsible to deliver transaction-based economic de-
velopment, heavily vested in creating new wealth, while  
at the same time designing and delivering new systems 
for success.

SHiFting From tranSactionS  
to SyStEm anD capacity baSED  
Economic DEvElopmEnt
 In 2004, Don Iannone, president of Donald T. Iannone 
& Associates, began advising the economic development 
profession to make a shift from transactions to systems.  
Fortunately or unfortunately, back then we were all too 
busy doing deals to pay much attention. Iannone un-
derstood that the value proposition we have been using 
would need to shift.  here is how he forecasted the shift 
nearly six years ago:

FocuS anD activitiES 
This article explores six ways economic developers can 
add value in a down economy and hopefully improve 
their organizations, communities, states, and personal 
futures during these truly difficult times.

1. Stimulate Entrepreneurship

2. re-think Visioning and Planning 

3. get Serious About Workforce Development 

4. Add Alignment to Your Partnerships for Signifi-
cantly increased results

5. Speak Truth to Powers

6. identify Subject Matter Experts on new Federal 
Legislation and Pending issues

1. Stimulate Entrepreneurship
 In traditional economic development, there are only 
three ways to create wealth in our current model: 1. at-
traction, 2. retention and expansion (BR&E), and 3. new 
start-up.  Attracting new primary employment is at best 
on hold.  Retention is a function of consolidation with 
more losers than winners.  Entrepreneurship, while an 

excellent objective, simply will not 
produce the same growth and eco-
nomic impacts within the same time 
line as attraction and expansion.  For 
those facing truly difficult times, 
each day brings another layoff an-
nouncement and the possibility of 
more closures. While attraction and 
BR&E still pay dividends, many lo-
cation decisions are on hold for the 
indefinite future and most decisions 
regarding BR&E are not within our 
sphere of influence.

    This makes new start-up, the busi-
ness of helping fledgling companies 
find their strides and become true 
entrepreneurs, as our most effec-
tive local strategy.  While we are 
all ready, willing, and able to shift 
our focus to entrepreneurship, the  
resource-to-results ratio is problem- 
atic when compared to attraction and  
expansion.  

     Even without empirical evidence, 
we intuitively understand entrepre-

neurship takes large amounts of time, creativ-
ity, and money to generate even a tenth of the 
wealth-impacts common to attraction and expan-
sion.  That said, successful entrepreneurial proj-
ects are enormously valuable to local economies 
because they are “home-grown” and far less likely 
to pick up and move.  Like the White Cedar tree 
(thought to be the slowest growing oldest plant 
in the U. S.), home-grown companies grow very 
slowly but have unusually long lives.  

 Even without empirical evidence, we intuitively 
understand entrepreneurship takes large amounts of 
time, creativity, and money to generate even a tenth 

of the wealth-impacts common to  
attraction and expansion.  That said, successful 

entrepreneurial projects are enormously valuable to 
local economies because they are “home-grown” 

and far less likely to pick up and move.

 Strategic  current value Future value 
 Dimensions proposition proposition

  Competing for jobs, Helping businesses, 
 Final Outcomes business investment,  communities & 
  taxes, quality of life institutions create 
   economic value globally

 Organizational  Local, regional Inter-organizational
 Model/Approach and state EDOs networks & teams with
   national & global reach 

  Catalyst, deal-maker,  Change leader, team 
 EDO Key Roles climate-shaper, individual builder, network manager 
  organizational strategist and strategist, system 
   solution builder

   Facilities, workforce,  Human capital, 
 Service Intervention financing, physical technology& knowledge 
 Focus infrastructure infrastructure,
   investment capital

  Within communities,  Within & between
 Geographic Focus regions, states communities, regions,
   states, nations

Source: Advanced EDI Strategic Planning presented at OU/EDI by Don Iannone (2004)
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 Economic Gardening is a 23-year-old overnight suc-
cess story made popular by Christian Gibbons, director 
of business/industry affairs for the city of Littleton, Colo-
rado.  Gibbons advocates that economic hunting sustains 
economies for the short-term but Economic Gardening 
will feed local economies for decades.  

Action Steps
• Openly address the resource-to-results ratio and gain 

consensus on a redefined set of expectations by all 
stakeholders.

• Most folks involved with this aspect of economic 
development say the biggest challenge is in match-
making.  Add value by becoming the intermediary 
between the inventor/entrepreneur and the potential 
source of capital or consumer.  

• Advocate for public policy changes that benefit entre-
preneurs (e.g., policies that let early-stage companies 
preserve cash or grant local tax benefits for angel 
investors).

• Build more meaningful innovation networks, includ-
ing higher education research centers, government 
laboratories, tech transfer offices, and established 
companies in need of new technology and those with 
stranded technologies.  

2. re-think Visioning and Planning
 Economic developers have spent the last 20 years per-
fecting consensus-building among divergent community 
entities and helping them reach a common vision.  Now 
it is time we step up and kick these skills into high gear.  

 Economic developers are among the best “thought 
leaders” and need to find common denominators our 
community leaders can embrace, helping them ar-
ticulate new solutions and craft action steps on which 
to build a refreshed definition of local eco-
nomic development.  Just as before, 
each community’s definition will 
be unique to its environment.   
Ed Morrison, staff member 
with the Center for Region-
al Development at Purdue  
University and economic pol-
icy advisor for the WIRED 
initiative in North Central 
Indiana, calls this “strategic  
doing” in his new program of 
Open Source Economic Develop-
ment. Strategic doing, a set of disciplines 
developed at the Purdue Center for Regional Develop-
ment, guides civic leaders in new ways to think and  
act strategically. 

 Unlike traditional approaches, strategic doing is fast, 
low cost, and focused on “learning by doing”. The lessons 
of strategic doing evolved from open source software de-
velopment. Specifically, people engaged in loosely joined 
networks can accomplish very complex projects by fol-
lowing some simple rules.

Action Steps
• Introduce a vision analysis, rather than a situational 

analysis, to your next strategic planning process.  
Start from zero rather than look to past results for the 
measure of future success.  

• Shift the current matrix used to measure success 
(jobs, investment, low-cost provider, incentives, and 
growth) to finding, building, and benefiting from 
innovation networks; defining a new matrix for 
measuring sustainable competitive advantages; and 
enhancing the alignment and thereby the accelera-
tion of new collaborations.

• Convince your leadership that open regional net-
works learn faster, spot opportunities faster, and are 
able to align resources faster, all of which is necessary 
to gain a competitive advantage.

• Champion the idea that a small number of “com-
mand and control” leaders can no longer produce 
added value fast enough to meet new demands.  
There must be a conscious shift towards distribution 
and sharing of leadership roles.

3. get Serious About Workforce  
Development 
      Now a familiar mantra: The number one product 

we all have to sell is the availability, talent, and cost 
competitiveness of our labor force.  Economic de-

velopers must be an integral part of the talent  
solution by understanding and forecasting where 
each generation will find itself on the workforce 
continuum.  Several organizations have taken 
the step of creating a new position dedicated 
to helping align the many existing local work-
force development, education, training, and  

social service programs to achieve greatly im-
proved results. 

 The Workforce Investment Board (WIB) system 
was designed to provide rapid response, one-stop intro-
duction to all programs, and dislocated worker train-
ing. It is the local conduit through which many federal 
social service programs are administered.  WIBs are not 
designed to handle the enormous increase in re-employ-
ment activities they are seeing and the demand is only 
going to grow.  To maximize local workforce initiatives, 
there must be a sharing of the burden with employers, 
educators, government policy makers, and economic  
developers.  

  Now a familiar mantra: The number one product 
we all have to sell is the availability, talent, and cost 

competitiveness of our labor force.  Economic  
developers must be an integral part of the talent 

solution by understanding and forecasting  
where each generation will find itself  

on the workforce continuum.
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	 To	truly	make	an	improvement	in	this	area,	all	entities	
must	have	better	information:	WIBs,	employers,	employ-
ees,	education	and	training	providers,	and	social	service	
administrators.	 	 The	 WIB	 in	 Wichita	 Falls,	 Texas,	 has	
created	a	one-of-a-kind	survey	tool	that	will	revolution-
ize	workforce	data	gathering.		The	survey	allows	respon-
dents	to	forecast	their	workforce	needs	in	addition	to	the	
more	typical	employer	data.		

	 The	unusual	feature	of	this	survey	is	that	it	automati-
cally	summarizes	the	data	entered	by	all	respondents.	Re-
spondents	can	instantly	view	the	aggregated	results	from	
all	previous	respondents	to	determine	if	they	are	paying	
competitive	wages,	offering	competitive	benefits,	forecast	
skill-sets	 in	short	supply,	and	generally	become	experts	
on	local	workforce	issues.		

	 When	 all	 the	 players	 have	 equal	 access	 to	 in-depth	
workforce	information,	your	locale	will	be	better	able	to	
compete.		Visit	the	New	Workforce	Survey	Tool	website	
(http://www.wfemployers.com)	for	more	details.

Action Steps
•	 Re-employment	to	pre-recessionary	levels	will	take	

years.		Get	smart	fast	on	what	this	means	to	your	lo-
cal	workforce	supply/demand	equation.		

•	 Design	a	way	to	inventory	and	catalogue	transferable	
skill-sets	of	newly	unemployed	individuals.

•	 Help	local	employers	restate	their	job	requirements	
from	occupational	titles	to	skill	requirements.		This	
will	allow	you	to	add	value	by	being	a	better	match-
maker.

•	 If	you	have	not	already	done	so,	create	a	full-time	
vice	president	of	workforce	development.		If	you	
have	this	person	in	place,	assemble	the	resources	for	
him	or	her	to	be	truly	successful.

4.	Add	Alignment	to	Your	Partnerships	for		
Significantly	Increased	Results
	 To	understand	the	need	to	make	such	a	shift,	we	first	
need	to	understand	the	differences	between	partnerships	
and	true	alignment.		In	recent	years,	economic	develop-
ers	have	been	satisfied	with	a	role	of	creating	and	then	
maintaining	 organizational,	 community,	 and	 regional	
partnerships.		

	 We	 have	 spent	 countless	 resources	 seeking	 out	 and	
counting	the	currency	each	partner	uses	to	get	what	he	or	
she	individually	wants.		The	selfish	practice	of	mutually	
agreeing	to	limit	actions	or	dumb	down	results,	because	
it	is	in	the	best	interest	of	each	partner,	must	give	way	to	
a	true	alignment	of	a	shared	scope	of	work.		A	partner-
ship	is	a	relationship	between	a	group	or	groups	that	is	
characterized	by	mutual	cooperation	and	shared	respon-
sibility	for	the	achievement	of	specific	goals,	objectives,	
and	actions.		

	 A	Chamber	of	Commerce	and	an	Economic	Develop-
ment	Organization	(EDO)	will	easily	form	a	partnership	
with	the	mission	of	retaining	and	expanding	businesses	
as	a	goal	for	building	wealth	in	the	local	economy.	The	
same	 Chamber	 and	 EDO	 partnership	 will	 not	 be	 truly	
aligned	when	it	comes	to	recruiting	businesses	that	could	
compete	with	 the	Chamber’s	existing	membership	base	
unless	they	have	agreed	on	a	common	set	of	values	to	fo-
cus	recruitment	efforts	exclusively	on	export	businesses.	

	 True	 alignment,	 however,	 requires	 an	 enhanced	 ar-
rangement	between	groups	or	forces	which	is	built	upon	
a	 common	 set	 of	 values,	 practices,	 and	 behaviors.	 Or-
ganizations	 that	 have	 redesigned	 the	 way	 they	 engage	
one	another	by	first	establishing	a	common	set	of	values,	
practices,	and	behaviors	can	achieve	significant	improve-
ments	in	the	ratio	of	resource	allocation	to	results.		

MOVING FROM PARTNERSHIPS TO TRUE ALIGNMENTS

Partnerships
Interested  

Parties Alignments
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 interested Parties –  The typical evolution 
of organizations striving to achieve more and 
better results has three distinct phases.  In the 
first phase, seemingly random individual par-
ties are introduced to one another through the 
discovery of shared interests.  Interested par-
ties are aware of each other and will acknowl-
edge a similarity in functions but they do not 
attempt to engage in joint projects nor do they 
see value in sharing information and ideas.  In 
some instances these organizations barely tol-
erate each other, expending significant resources in an 
attempt to draw a distinction and perhaps even secretly 
wish the competition would go away.

 Partnerships – As mentioned previously, partner-
ships are formed when two or more organizations seek 
to remedy an undesirable situation that might prove to 
have negative ramifications to all.  This is not to say that 
all partnerships are born from adversity.  Rather it is an 
observation that the formation of partnerships is typi-
cally an effort of convenience.  Potential partners seek 
the lowest common denominator on which both entities 
can share responsibility, create strategies, and achieve 
limited, specific results.

 Alignment – A logical next phase in this process is 
to truly align organizations but it will not become a real-
ity without participants in the partnership pledging to 
seriously investigate and consider changing.  Changes 
include the way they generate resources and rethink the 
mutual allocation of resources to dramatically improve 
results faster using a shared set of values, practices, and 
behaviors.  

 First, a shared understanding of values, practices, and 
behaviors is agreed upon, and second, diverse organi-

zations collectively and aggressively pursue a common 
mission using goals, objectives, and actions.  Success is 
ultimately linked to this two-stage concept. This is, of 
course, hugely easy to say but difficult to implement. 
Wars are fought over differences in values and the dif-
ference in values is at the heart of all partisan political 
debates.  however, from adversity can come substantive 
change, and we are a people that have the ability to set 
aside casual differences for the betterment of a cause.  
Economic developers need to capitalize on this histori-
cally proven condition and maximize the cross-pollina-
tion of networks, agencies, organizations, and govern-
ments to achieve a better set of solutions.  

 The round Table Process – If your situation has mul-
tiple and complex organizations, each with an economic 
development connection, there are no doubt many im-
plied partnerships.  In some cases, there may actually be 
formal partnerships with the terms spelled out in writing.  
To shift these partnerships to true alignments will be ex-
tremely difficult especially if one of the organizations at-
tempts to position itself as the Alpha Organization (AO).  
Understandably, the other entities may immediately feel 
they are being treated as second-class citizens and will 
swiftly throw up a variety of obstacles.  Depending on lo-

 First, a shared understanding of values, practices, and  
behaviors is agreed upon, and second, diverse organizations 
collectively and aggressively pursue a common mission using 

goals, objectives, and actions.  Success is ultimately linked  
to this two-stage concept. This is, of course, hugely  

easy to say but difficult to implement. 

tHE tWo StagES oF SHiFting From bEing partnErS to truly aligning

partnErSHipS 
uSE miSSionS

alignmEntS 
uSE viSionS

StagE tWo
common Strategy

StagE onE
common culture

practices values

action Steps

objectivesgoals

behaviors
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cal conditions, this adversarial culture between organiza-
tions may be so deeply entrenched that on the surface it 
appears impossible to effect a change without destroying 
one or more existing partners. 

 This is where the roundtable process can be helpful.  
here is how it works:

1. Identify the highest-ranking peace keeper in the area 
and ask him or her to convene a special meeting.

2. The purpose of this meeting is simply for the leading 
volunteer or CEO to give a briefing on what his or 
her organization is, how it operates, and what its 
current economic development initiatives are.

3. There is no chair for this group, hence the round-
table concept.

4. The group should find value in this non-threatening 
environment and will want to come together several 
more times. 

5. About the third month the group meets and shares, 
some in the group will begin to run out of current 
economic development activities and others will be-
gin to realize their efforts closely align with another 
group’s such that there may even be direct duplica-
tion.  

6. Along about the fifth meeting, the group will be 
comfortable enough to openly discuss formalizing 
a way to document progress and in doing so, reach 
the conclusion that several organizations either have 
mirror images of each others’ values, practices, and 
beliefs, or they could align these attributes with mi-
nor tweaks, thereby achieving stage one of  
true alignment.

7. The participation of the roundtable will change to 
those groups who share identical or relatively identi-
cal values, practices, and beliefs. 

8. Stage two, the creation of goals, objectives, and 
action steps, is relatively easily achieved given the 
general acceptance and under-
standing of standard strategic 
planning processes.

 It should be noted this round-
table process has an expiration. 
No one needs endless meetings 
and the number of meetings this 
activity consumes can vary widely 
from the example above.  

 The final meeting of this group 
will be when it has established 
common values, practices, and 
agreed upon behaviors which in 
turn will give birth (and thereby joint ownership) to a 
collective set of goals, objectives, and unified actions and 
the responsibility and necessary resources for each has 
been allocated across participating organizations.  This is 
the key point to understand.  The participants do not just 
go back to business as usual, they are now truly aligned.  

 With true alignment comes the reallocation of com-
munity-wide responsibilities and resources.  The assign-

ments must make sense and must capitalize on each or-
ganization’s sweet spot.  

 If conditions in your locale are less adversarial in na-
ture, the following steps may make more sense. 

Action Steps
• Position your organization as the most neutral facili-

tator of current community development organiza-
tional partnerships.  If this is not realistic, find the 
resources to engage a neutral third-party facilitator to 
get this process started. 

• Asset-map your community development partner-
ships with the goal of understanding where collab-
orative opportunities exist.  

• Develop bridges to cross-pollinate existing technical 
networks, leadership networks, personal networks, 
and clusters with each other.  Then hunt for specific 
core actions these newly aligned groups should  
undertake.

• Mutually agree on the assignment of resources 
(people, money, and time) to implement these core 
actions.  There is no need to reallocate or attempt to 
rearrange existing assignments and resources.  This 
will only derail the effort by pointing everyone to a 
defensive command and control posture.  

• At least in the beginning, these newly agreed-upon 
assignments will likely be in addition to each orga-
nization’s existing scope so as not to jeopardize or 
encroach on each other’s turf.  

5. Speak Truth to Powers
 Leadership is in high demand and short supply.  Eco-
nomic developers are thrust into leadership roles by the 
very nature of our job and, as in any business model 
where demand out paces supply, the price goes up.  Dur-
ing the last two decades, economic developers’ incomes 
have grown significantly during and immediately follow-

ing economic downturns.    

     As facilitators of political influence and 
assemblers of resources, hardly a day goes 
by without interacting with the top leaders 
in our respective locales.  This daily inter-
action puts economic developers at the ab-
solute center of a significant leadership net-
work.  We are surrounded by leaders and 
must position ourselves as a leader of lead-
ers. This pivotal position in the leadership 
landscape carries with it a huge obligation.  
Some might even say burden.  

As facilitators of political influence and assemblers  
of resources, hardly a day goes by without  

interacting with the top leaders in our respective  
locales.  This daily interaction puts economic  

developers at the absolute center of a significant 
leadership network.  
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 There is very likely no one in your commu-
nity or region who spends more time thinking and 
strategizing about the local economy than you do.  
While this concentration of thinking may not make  
you the expert on the subject, your opinion will be fre-
quently sought.  

 Embrace this opportunity and use it to tell your lead-
ership what they truly need to know.  Most of us believe 
telling our leadership the truth could be considered dis-
ruptive and might even put us in a negative light.  how-
ever, in reality, speaking the truth to your leadership is 
an integral part of your job.  The trick to being able to 
candidly discuss the realities of your lo-
cal situation is to create an environment 
of safety where discussions are kept con-
fidential.  Whether this environment is 
continuous or is for short periods of time 
on a scheduled frequency is a function of 
your relationship with your leadership.  

 No matter how disruptive the truth 
may be, allowing your leadership to make 
decisions without having given them 
your perspective on the urgent topics at 
hand is doing them and yourself a huge 
disservice.  here are a few of the topics we need  
to share:

• Where do you think your local economy is 
headed?

• What strategies should leaders be prepared to 
undertake in the event current circumstances 
take another downward turn?

• After years of “doing more with less,” the real-
ity is we can only do “less with less.”

• Returning to pre-recession employment levels 
will take years.

• Chronic unemployment will impact a genera-
tion of workforce.

• Technology changes make retaining 100 per-
cent of our existing businesses impossible.  Losing 
businesses is inevitable, so why are we surprised and 
dismayed when it happens?

6. identify Subject-Matter Experts on  
new Federal Legislation and Pending issues
 Partisan politics inside and outside Washington have 
created a tsunami of change and economic developers 
have an opportunity to position ourselves as a clearing-
house for accurate information.  The ends of the spec-
trum are so venomous as to not be believable, and local 
leaders need accurate and timely information to make 
smart decisions.  

 Business advocacy groups such as the U.S. Chamber 
and most state Chambers are forecasting that business-
es will be crushed under the pending burden of taxes 
and regulations headed their way.  At the other end of 
the spectrum are groups advocating growth in social 
programs and entitlements as the only way to improve 

quality of life for all Americans.  As is typically the case, 
neither extreme represents a true and accurate picture.  
Economic developers need to find credible and knowl-
edgeable sources of information and design a system for 
disseminating this information to leadership.   

 As an example, in 2009 IEDC President and  
 CEO Jeff Finkle at the organization’s Leadership Con-
ference explained the government’s fix du jour when he 
briefed attendees on the American Recovery and Rein-
vestment Act.  

 In addition to positioning your organization as a clear-
inghouse for accurate, timely information, it is impor-

tant to be able to take full advantage of new 
programs.  The abundance of money being 
channeled into existing federal agencies to 
fund new and old programs may well find 
its way to your community without your 
help.  however, the first time your leader-

ship reads about the community down the road receiving 
benefits, you’d better be prepared to answer the ques-
tion, “What did they do that you didn’t?” 

 The following are examples of pending issues: Ameri-
can Recovery and Reinvestment Act, healthcare and 
Education Affordability Reconciliation Act of 2010, hir-
ing Incentives to Restore Employment Act (hIRE), and 
Workforce Investment Act-reauthorization, Immigration, 
Energy & Environment. 

Action Steps
• Identify someone in your area to become the subject-

matter expert on the ARRA, hIRE, and healthcare 
and forecast how funds will be allocated and distrib-
uted in your area.

• Create a clearinghouse through which business and 
political leaders can review eligible projects and rank 
them as to feasibility for success. 

 Business advocacy groups such as 
the US Chamber and most state Cham-
bers are forecasting that businesses will 

be crushed under the pending burden of taxes and regula-
tions headed their way.  At the other end of the spectrum 

are groups advocating growth in social programs and 
entitlements as the only way to improve quality of life for 

all Americans.  As is typically the case, neither extreme 
represents a true and accurate picture.  Economic devel-
opers need to find credible and knowledgeable sources 

of information and design a system for disseminating this 
information to leadership.   
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• Convene community leaders to assess their willing-
ness to accommodate the “strings” that are typically 
attached to acceptance of state and federal program 
funds.

in concluSion 
 Regardless of your locale, some or all of these six ideas 
can improve your value proposition and thereby add val-
ue to your organization.  On our way home from work 
each night we all like to think we spent 
the day “doing things right.”  The more 
important question we need to ask on our 
way to work is are we going to spend the 
day “doing the right things?” This simple 
reverse of phrase is at the core of this ar-
ticle.  The way we know we are doing the 
right things is to determine if our actions 
are adding value or if they simply perpet-
uate more of the same marginal results.  

 A crisis is a terrible thing to waste!  
Economic developers have an opportunity to exhibit true 
leadership virtually every day and we need to do our job 
with a bias towards action rather than reaction.  Engag-

ing our business and community leadership is the most 
important task we have.  Economic developers’ span of 
control is often limited but our sphere of influence is vir-
tually unlimited.  As Ronnie Bryant, president and CEO 
of the Charlotte Regional Partnership, is fond of saying, 
“When economic developers make decisions to keep our 
jobs rather than how to best do our jobs, we have done a 
disservice to those who have hired us.”  

Engaging our business and community leadership  
is the most important task we have.  Economic  
developers’ span of control is often limited but  

our sphere of influence is virtually unlimited.

                    THE EConoMiC DEVELoPMEnT
                       rESEArCH PArTnErS (EDrP) ProgrAM 

DESignATED For innoVATiVE LEADErS 
in THE EConoMiC DEVELoPMEnT CoMMuniTY
THE EConoMiC DEVELoPMEnT rESEArCH PArTnErS (EDrP) ProgrAM  
Economic Development Research Partners Program membership opens doors to concepts and schemes  
that assist economic development professionals in operating at a higher level. 

AiMS oF THE EDrP  Through the EDRP Program, IEDC is taking its mission to a new level, assisting practi-
tioners to successfully compete in the global economy and increase prosperity for communities at an acceler-
ated pace, empowering ED professionals to better define their vision and voice.

METHoDS AnD BEnEFiTS oF THE EDrP ProgrAM  The Partners meet 4 times a year, sometimes with 
experts in the field, to coordinate activities and focus agendas on pertinent and practical issues. This innova-
tive program provides an incredible opportunity to strengthen the communities in which we operate and the 
profession as a whole.

For FurTHEr inForMATion on membership details, please contact: 
       Mary helen Cobb, Director of Membership and Development at  
               202-942-9460 or mcobb@iedconline.org

www.iedconline.org/?p=EDRP
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IEDC would like to thank the sponsors of the 2010 How you build it conference for demonstrating their commitment to the 
important work of economic developers. It is through their generous support that IEDC has brought leaders of the profession  
together for this forum of professional development, peer networking, and discussions of the most imperative issues facing  
economic developers today. We proudly recognize the following sponsors as partners in helping economic developers to build  
strong, more vibrant communities. 

2010    ConferenCe SponSorS & exhibitorS
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NewS from IeDC
IeDC ASSISTS Gulf CoAST CommuNITIeS
    The oil spill in the Gulf Coast serves as an un-
happy reminder of the sudden and severe impact 
on communities when a disaster occurs. 

 Per the request of the Economic Develop-
ment Administration and the White House, IEDC 
has been assisting communities impacted by the 
Deepwater Horizon oil spill along the Gulf Coast 
throughout the summer of 2010. IEDC is providing 
assessments of economic recovery needs as well 
as outlining short and long-term recovery strate-
gies for dealing with those economic impacts.

   To date, IEDC has assisted 21 communities 
along the entire Gulf Coast throughout July and 
August.

IeDC DevelopING AN eNTrepreNeurShIp 
ToolkIT for eCoNomIC DeveloperS
    Under the guidance of its Economic Develop-
ment Research Partners (EDRP) Program, IEDC 
has prepared a handbook on entrepreneurship 
to introduce the economic development profes-
sion to the growing and increasingly urgent need 
to support entrepreneurship in all its guises as a 
necessary component of an economic develop-
ment strategy. The handbook explores what is 
entrepreneurship, who are entrepreneurs, and 
elucidates ways to best support entrepreneurship 
in the community.

    A toolkit is also being developed as part of the 
handbook that will help economic developers 
strengthen the entrepreneurship culture in their 
community and build a resilient, vibrant economy. 
The handbook and the accompanying toolkit will 
be released in September during the IEDC Annual 
Conference in Columbus, OH.

uNDerSTANDING SoCIAl meDIA:  
The whAT, wheN, why, AND how  
of SoCIAl meDIA AND eCoNomIC  
DevelopmeNT web SemINArS
    Everyone’s on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and 
YouTube these days, or at least it seems like it. 
Ever wonder what tweets or fan pages are? Have 
you wanted to start a group on LinkedIn or post 
a video on YouTube, but had no idea how? Do you 
wonder how different social media outlets are 
used and what the benefits are?

    In October and November, IEDC will offer a 
series of web seminars that take an in-depth look 
at five common social media platforms. Each web 

seminar will show how to use the platform and 
help you better understand how to leverage each 
tool to support your economic development goals.

reAl eSTATe DevelopmeNT AND reuSe 
TrAINING CourSe offereD
    IEDC’s Real Estate Development and Reuse 
training course is being held November 4-5 this 
year in Tampa, FL. Typically, the economic devel-
oper works to balance the dynamic between the 
profit orientation of the private developer and the 
public objective to be met by the real estate proj-
ect. This course provides an overview of the real 
estate development and reuse process, with an 
emphasis on the role of the economic developer.

    Learn about market and site analysis, assess-
ing political feasibility, and the various financing 
tools that are available at the local, regional, and 
state level, including tax increment financing, 
bond financing, land assembly, and brownfield re-
development. Visit our website and register today 
(www.iedconline.org).

webSITe DISSemINATeS eCoNomIC  
reCovery INformATIoN
    With funding from the U.S. Economic Devel-
opment Administration, IEDC has developed a 
website, www.restoreyoureconomy.org, devoted to 
disaster preparedness 
and post-disaster 
economic recovery. 
The website’s purpose 
is to disseminate 
economic recovery 
information in a timely 
manner such as best 
practice knowledge, 
training resources, 
events, news items, etc. to public and private 
stakeholders in disaster-impacted communi-
ties. The website will provide an opportunity for 
individuals to network with other communities 
to share resources, etc. via social media such as 
Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.

 This resource will also seek to complement 
and link to existing websites devoted to economic 
recovery (such as federal and state agencies) and 
other important nonprofit organizations focused 
on disaster preparedness and post-disaster eco-
nomic recovery.  
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COnferenCes

2010 Annual Conference
September 26-29 
Columbus, OH

2011 leadership Summit
January 23-25
San Diego, CA

2011 federal forum
March 20-22
Alexandria, VA

2011 Spring Conference
June 5-7
Indianapolis, IN

2011 Annual Conference
September 18-21
Charlotte, NC

training COurses

entrepreneurial & Small  
business Development  
Strategies
October 7-8, 2010
Atlanta, GA

economic Development  
marketing & Attraction
October 14-15, 2010
Baltimore, MD

real estate Development & 
reuse
November 4-5, 2010
Tampa, FL

business retention &  
expansion
November 18-19, 2010 
Kansas City, MO

Technology-led economic  
Development
December 2-3, 2010 
Atlanta, GA

Certified eCOnOMiC  
deVeLOPer eXaMs

December 11-12, 2010
Lansing, MI
(Appl. Deadline:  October 11, 
2010)

January 22-23, 2011
San Diego, CA
(Appl. Deadline: November 22, 
2010)

march 19-20, 2011
Alexandria, VA
(Appl. Deadline: January 17, 
2011)

June 4-5, 2011
Indianapolis, IN
(Appl. Deadline: April 4, 2011)

September 17-18, 2011
Charlotte, NC
(Appl. Deadline: July 19, 2011)

WeB seMinars

understanding Social media: 
part 1
Introduction to Facebook
October 6, 2010

understanding Social media: 
part 2
Introduction to LinkedIn
October 13

understanding Social media: 
part 3
Introduction to Twitter
October 20

understanding Social media: 
part 4
Introduction to YouTube and 
Flickr
October 27

understanding Social media: 
part 5
Introduction to Blogging
November 3 

CAleNDAr of eveNTS

IEDC sponsors an annual conference and a series of technical conferences each year to bring economic 
development professionals together to network with their peers and learn about the latest tools and 
trends from public and private experts. 

 IEDC also provides training courses and web seminars throughout the year for professional develop-
ment, a core value of the IEDC. It is essential for enhancing your leadership skills, advancing your career, 
and, most importantly, plays an invaluable role in furthering your efforts in your community.

 for more information about these upcoming conferences, web seminars, and professional develop-
ment training courses, please visit our website at www.iedconline.org.

reCertifiCatiOn 
fOr Certified  
eCOnOMiC  
deVeLOPers

fulfill a recertification 
requirement with-
out tapping into your 
budget! 
Earn two credits  
towards your next  
recertification by  
having an article  
published in the 
Economic  
Development  
Journal, IEDC’s 
quarterly publication.  

This is one of a  
number of ways that  
you can pursue  
recertification credits.  
Submissions are  
accepted throughout  
the year. The Journal 
Editorial Board reviews 
all articles and  
determines which  
articles are accepted  
for publication.  

For more information 
contact Jenny Murphy,  
editor, at  
murp@erols.com  
(703-715-0147).
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introDuction
or decades the economically bullet-
proof locale in this country has been 
the college town.  

 Because of massive and growing de-
mand for higher education and its support by 
parents, government, philanthropy, and student 
loans, universities and college town businesses 
depending on them have done well even in eco-
nomic slumps.  So few college towns have seen 
much need for developing other mainstays for 
their economies.

 After more than a half-century of burgeoning 
growth that started after WWII, mass-market high-
er education is now a mature industry. And there 
are now signs of vulnerability in the traditional 
economic models for both colleges and their com-
munities.  But there also appear to be new opportu-
nities for college towns not only to hold their own 
but to become economically even stronger.

Economic Challenges Facing  
College Towns
 The 12 percent drop in giving to higher educa-
tion for fiscal year 2009 was the worst in 53 years1.  
This was on top of an average 2009 decline of 18.7 
percent in the value of universities’ endowments2.  
Support of state universities from state capitols has 
been dwindling for years.

 Between 1990 and 2008, college tuition and fees 
rose 248 percent above inflation, more than any 
other component of the Consumer Price Index3.  
Loan debt per graduate in 2008 averaged $23,3004.  
But says higher education author Anya Kamenetz, 

“If you look at median incomes by education since 
1970, there’s no increasing return to a college de-
gree to go with the increased cost5.”

 A December, 2009, survey found 60 percent 
of Americans think colleges care more about their  
finances than about educating students6.  Last year 
53 percent of college students said they were will-
ing to borrow to support their education, a precipi-
tous drop from 67 percent the year before7.  More 
colleges are offering three-year programs that cut 
student time in college towns by 25 percent.  And 

beyond the research park
 By John L. Gann, Jr.

DivErSiFying Economic DEvElopmEnt in collEgE toWnS
Changes affecting higher education are likely to challenge the unusual economic strength of the nation’s college 
towns.  And mixed past results together with increased competition disfavor exclusive reliance on research parks 
for off-campus job creation. But college communities can add to their successes as a Place to Learn and a Place to 
Research by more fully developing and marketing their advantages as a Place to Visit and a Place to Live.  They 
can expand their roles as visitor destinations for business meetings, family vacations, spectator sports weekends, 
and domestic medical and wellness tourism.  And the emotional significance of their role as a Third Lifetime Place 
for the baby boomers and subsequent generations can make them competitive as long-term residential choices for 
knowledge workers and retirees, as can their unusual advantages as settings for a rich and fulfilling life.

John L. Gann, Jr., 
is president of Gann  
Associates.  He is the author 
of How to Evaluate (and 
Improve) Your Community’s 
Marketing, published by the 
International City/County 
Management Association. 
(citykid@uwalumni.com) 

The concept of college towns as exclusively places for young 
people and strictly for a four-year stay may become obsolete 
given 21st century changes in higher education.  This is 
Oberlin College in Oberlin, Ohio.
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with a growing number of institutions now offering  
both courses and degrees online, college towns are  
no longer the only places for either higher learning or 
credentialing.  

 Because higher education is likely to have to change 
to meet these challenges, college towns might do well to 
concern themselves more with economic development.  
But in the past when they have done so at all, the interest 
has usually taken a single form: the university-affiliated 
research park.

The Research Park Formula
 In 1980, there were 20 univer-
sity-related research parks in North 
America.  By 2007, the numbers had 
swelled to 174.  Over ten years ago 
one park director referenced “over 
ambitious development plans” for 
research parks in a “now somewhat 
bloated market8.”

 More recently, Peter B. Calkins 
of developer Forest City Enterprises 
confirmed that “Every city and state 
with a university wants to jump on 
this bandwagon.  Not all are well-
conceived9.”  And jumping on the 
same bandwagon are places around the globe.  Together, 
China and India award twice as many higher degrees in 
engineering and computer science as we do, and their 
holders work for a lot less money.  The Internet, video 
teleconferencing, and other technology now make physi-
cal proximity much less of a requisite for researchers  
to collaborate.

 Blake Gumprecht, chair of the University of New 
hampshire Department of Geography, studied research 
park efforts in college towns and came away dismayed 
at the lack of success.  he cited difficulties in recruit-
ing workers as tech companies grow, remoteness from 
sources of venture capital, and a lack of understanding 
of and political hostility to business he finds peculiar to 
college communities10.

 Results of a survey for the Association of University 
Research Parks nonetheless claimed significant accom-
plishments for these efforts.  But they also acknowledged 
heavy competition among research parks being built 
here and internationally.  And they confirmed Gumpre-
cht’s warnings about college towns’ ability to access capi-
tal and attract and retain workers and the problematic  
differences between the objectives of academia and those 
of business11.

 So even to fully sustain tech, single-purpose economic 
development plans dealing only with research operations 
may not be enough.  “It is a given that other complemen-
tary strategies for community economic development 
must also be pursued in conjunction with a [research] 
park,” advises Eileen Walker, CEO of the Association of 
University Research Parks, “to make both the community 
and the park itself as successful as possible.”

 But perhaps the most limiting factor for the research 
park strategy is that at best it works only for towns with 
large research universities and not for the much larger 
number of communities hosting smaller institutions.

Benefits to College Towns
 Diversifying beyond traditional education and re-
search functions may accordingly be advantageous to 
multiple stakeholders in college towns.

1. The college
 A college in an economically diversified college town 
can benefit from visibility to more prospective students, 
parents, alumni, and investors.  That can mean a bet-
ter quality student body and more successful fund rais-
ing.  And it can lead to greater local political support 
for the college as a wider range of unaffiliated residents 
and businesspeople enjoy benefits from the presence of 
the institution.  

 The college can also make more efficient and greater 
revenue-producing use of its physical plant, especially 
during summer and break periods.  With the funding 
crisis that hit colleges hard beginning in 2008, colleges 
must find new sources of revenue.  No factory, office, or 
store operating only nine months out of the year would 
ever imagine it could not do better financially.

Because higher education is likely to have 
to change to meet these challenges, 

college towns might do well to concern 
themselves more with economic develop-

ment.  But in the past when they have 
done so at all, the interest has usually taken a single 

form: the university-affiliated research park.

The lakeshore terrace at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison Memorial Union is the kind of almost  
resort-like, high-amenity gathering place that can give 
college towns special appeal as places to live or visit. 
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Research parks have been a popular 
economic development strategy in 
university towns, but experts have 
warned that in a crowded market  
not all can succeed. 

Photo credit: Gann Associates.
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2. Local government
 Local government tax bases that suffer from the ex-
emption of high-value college property can be strength-
ened.  This can mean less of the tension between mu-
nicipal and college administrations that was famously 
dramatized recently by a mayoral proposal in Pittsburgh 
to impose a city tax on tuition.

3. The business community
 The local business community can benefit not only 
from a larger population and less dependence on a single 
industry but also from less seasonality in its trade.  Like 
vacation areas, college towns are unique in providing 
stores, rental housing, entertainment, and services that 
are intensively used only part of the year.

4. Students
 Students desiring to stay in town after graduation ben-
efit from more non-academic jobs locally, the shortage of 
which forces college towns every year to expel their best 
and brightest.  And while they’re still in school, more and 
better-paying part-time jobs could help students pay the 
increasingly high cost of their educations.

New Place Roles
 Many college communities have been single-purpose 
company towns, making them potentially as vulnerable 
as towns built around steel or auto plants proved to be.  
Fortunately, their special nature offers other economic 
opportunities.

 There are four place roles for college towns that can be 
sources of economic benefit:

1. A Place to Learn

2. A Place to Research

3. A Place to Visit

4. A Place to Live.

 The first two roles assume the important economic 
asset is knowledge translated into formal pre-career in-
struction or into research findings.  But this concept may 
now be too limiting.  New opportunities may lie in the 
college town as a place to visit and a place to live.

a placE to viSit
 College towns can play multiple roles as A Place to 
Visit.  They can function as A Place to Meet, A Place to 
Vacation, A Place for Sports and Entertainment, and A 
Place to heal.

A Place to Meet
 College towns have always hosted scholarly gather-
ings, but now campuses are branching out to non-aca-
demic meetings. 

 Prompting this extension has been the downturn that 
compelled companies to economize in their meeting 
planning12.  Colleges and universities are well-endowed 
with facilities – seminar rooms, lecture halls, and arenas 
and stadiums – able to accommodate gatherings of differ-
ent sizes in addition to lodging and food service facilities.  
Their smaller towns offer less costly off-campus lodging, 

restaurants, and entertainment than popular convention 
cities.  And the austerity once associated with their meet-
ing spaces, recreation facilities, and residential complexes 
has been dispelled by more luxurious accommodations 
as colleges have competed to attract the best students.

 The depressed economy, moreover, has made compa-
nies also sensitive to the appearance to the public and 
to legislators of holding meetings at luxury resorts in 
glamorous sun-and-fun locales.  Even good-time Las Ve-
gas has incongruously rebranded itself as a no-nonsense 
choice for serious business meetings.  There may be no 
conference venue appearing more sober and unostenta-
tious than a university campus.  On-campus hotel con-
ference centers are already found at Ohio State, Georgia 
Tech, and other schools.

 Campus towns do have a number of drawbacks for 
meetings relating to location, parking, capacity for large 
events, and free-hours attractions.  Some conference 
planners will always prefer the advantages of traditional 
destinations.  But others wanting to cut costs or offer at-
tendees a different experience may find the college town 
an appealing venue.

A Place to Vacation
 The hospitality industry is beginning to see advan-
tages in combining vacation with education, especially 
for families.  Upscale hotels and resorts including the 
Ritz-Carlton, hyatt, and Rosewood chains offer summer 
educational programs to both occupy youngsters while 
parents relax and to give them a competitive edge when 
they go back to school13.  

 Family trade can help make up for the falloff in busi-
ness travel occasioned by the economic downturn.  Edu-
cational offerings attract affluent parents with aspirations 
for their youngsters.  Many parents travel with their 
children these days, and families tend to stay longer and 
spend more.

 This activity is a natural for college towns.  Unlike at 
resorts, educational experiences are built-in as a special-
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The youthful vibe in college towns can be a tonic for retirees and a stark 
contrast with age-restricted retirement communities.  This is The Com-
mons in Ithaca, New York. 
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ization rather than having to be added on as a sideline.  
Learning about nature at hyatt doesn’t expose a high 
schooler to a prospective campus choice nor bring him 
or her advantageously to the attention of important fac-
ulty.  Some schools already sponsor summer camp expe-
riences for youngsters.  Cornell University in Ithaca, New 
York, offers a Sports School for teens and pre-teens.  For 
all but freshman high school students, the campus offers 
three- and six-week college courses for credit as well as 
special one-week engineering academies.

 Ithaca has already made its mark as a vacation desti-
nation.  It was included in Money magazine’s “Best places 
to vacation” list in April, 2002.  Travel & Leisure magazine 
named it one of the top ten of its 100 Great Escapes.  And 
in 2008 the Adventure Travel Trade Association named it 
a top 10 global travel destination.

 With a number of former college students in the 
population that is larger than ever before and contin-
ues to grow, such recreational-ed-
ucational programs might well be 
extended to parents and adults with-
out young children as well.  Col-
lege Days 2010 at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison offered a three-
day “education vacation” bringing 

adults the complete undergraduate redux experience.  
Included were dormitory accommodations, dining  
hall food, and lectures and tours relating to a variety  
of disciplines.

 Largely empty of students, college towns can be re-
laxing places just when summer vacation hubs are be-
coming crowded.  Their hotel rooms, going begging 
during sleepy summer months, are less costly than in 
resort towns.  And the sophisticated dining spots, book 
stores, and shops geared for demanding faculty and stu-
dent populations and excellent college athletic, recre-
ational and other facilities are still there even when their 
usual customers aren’t.  Some smaller institutions like 
hope College and College of the Atlantic have rented 

dorm rooms to non-student vacationers during summer 
months.  And having attracted international students, 
many college towns have become diverse places with 
ethnic restaurants and international cultural events that 
can make them even more interesting to visit.

A Place for Sports and Entertainment
 Sports are a prominent part of our economy. Today  
we have sports bars, sports channels like ESPN, and 
sporting goods superstores anchoring our malls.  Season 
tickets and team-branded apparel and other merchandise 
sell well.

 Local governments have enthusiastically built new 
stadiums, and corporations have just as eagerly paid well 
to put their names on them.  Cities now vie to be chosen 
as Olympics or Super Bowl sites.  Indianapolis has made 
itself into a sports center as an explicit economic devel-
opment strategy.

 College towns are exceptionally well-positioned 
to take even greater advantage of the economic payoff 
from sports.  College athletics rival professional sports 
in popularity.  Universities have already-built stadiums 
and athletic fields.  Varsity games are played in cities too 
small to support major league baseball, NBA, NFL, or 
NhL teams.  

 College teams are now even spurring condominium 
developments for alumni coming in for football week-
ends but unable to find scarce hotel rooms or unhappy 
with their high prices.  Condos allow ticket holders to 
spend the entire weekend (a plus for the local economy) 
while the team shares a percentage of the sales.  Football 
weekend condos serve the University of Georgia, Kansas 
State, the University of Kentucky, and Louisiana State, 
among other institutions.

 And of course, it’s not just the game.  Football week-
ends also mean getting together with old college friends 
for pre- and post-game tailgating activity.  Nor need the 
action be confined to game days or even the season.  The 
National College Football hall of Fame – open year-
round – is located in South Bend, Indiana, home of the 
quintessential college team, Notre Dame’s Fighting Irish.  
UNC’s Chapel hill, North Carolina, hosts the Carolina 
Basketball Museum.
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More and more enterprises benefit from associating themselves with 
sports, but few have as strong a tie as colleges do.  This “sports” eatery 
is appropriately near the Penn State campus in State College.

Largely empty of students, college towns can be relaxing places  
just when summer vacation hubs are becoming crowded.  Their  

hotel rooms, going begging during sleepy summer months,  
are less costly than in resort towns.  And the sophisticated  

dining spots, book stores, and shops geared for  
demanding faculty and student populations  

and excellent college athletic, recreational  
and other facilities are still there even  

when their usual customers aren’t. 
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 Other entertainment both on- and off-campus can draw 
visitors to college towns.  Campus departments produce 
dramatic performances and concerts open to the public, 
and a large population of young people assures an ample 
provision of popular entertainment as well.  These events 
are, however, seldom marketed beyond the local area.

A Place to Heal
 As A Place to Visit, college towns might also carve out 
a role as A Place to heal.  health care, 16 percent of the 
national economy, has enormous economic development 
potential. College towns can be pre-eminent health cen-
ters as well as knowledge centers.  The market for health 
is vastly greater even than the massive market for higher 
education and is becoming more 
so as the huge baby boom co-
hort that swelled our campuses 
decades ago reaches old age.

Domestic Medical Tourism
 In recent years, both insured 
and uninsured patients needing 
major medical work have been 
having it done overseas.  There, 
costs can be a fraction of those in 
this country, care is often of high 
quality, and patients are treated 
as preferred customers.  Six mil-
lion are expected to be medical 
tourists this year, eight times the 
number just three years ago14.

 Two of the factors in both 
the low cost and high quality of 
medical tourist care are a scale and super-specialization 
seldom seen on our own shores.  At the 1,000-bed Na-
rayana hrudalaya hospital in Bangalore, for example, 
open-heart surgery is billed at an average of $2,000, 
one-twentieth to one-fiftieth the tab in the U.S.  Massive 
volume for particular procedures ( 600 heart operations 
a week at Narayana) allows surgeons to specialize, equip-
ment and facilities to be used more intensively, and sup-
plies’ costs to be cut through volume purchasing15.

 And it’s not just low-cost labor.  Better management, 
specialization, and volume account for much of the suc-
cess.  Uwe Reinhart, Princeton health care economist, 
says foreign competition “has the potential of doing to 
the U.S. health care system what the Japanese auto indus-
try did to American car-makers16.”  But elements of the 
competitiveness of overseas care can be applied over here 
as well, just as Detroit learned to build better cars from 
honda and Toyota.

 Towns with university schools or departments of 
medicine, dentistry, psychology, nursing, pharmacy, 
public health, veterinary medicine, athletics, or nutri-
tion may be especially well-positioned to do this.  These 
schools and associated hospitals and clinical practices 
can be more open to innovation than other providers.  
They can use their knowledge and cutting-edge research 
to develop efficiency and exceptional proficiency in par-

ticular therapies and procedures, thereby becoming able 
to draw patients from all over.  And they can avoid the 
downsides of international medical tourism.  Campus 
business schools can help with management innovations 
to improve performance and reduce costs.

 Patients and their families visiting college towns for 
specialty medical services can mean more business and 
jobs not only for health workers but also for other lo-
cal businesses.  Depending on their condition, they may 
be able to spend recuperation time visiting and spending 
money at the same places as other tourists.  And trips for 
health care expose more people to localities they might 
later find appealing destinations for other purposes.

Health Innovation
 Innovative approaches to health – both treatment and 
prevention and both conventional and alternative – are 
more commonly found at universities than elsewhere.  
Both the well who seek to be healthier and the ailing for 
whom standard therapies haven’t worked may seek to 
visit the sources of such innovation.

 Dr. Andrew Weil, nationally-known author and ad-
vocate of a combination of orthodox and alternative ap-
proaches he calls integrative medicine, teaches and re-
searches at the University of Arizona College of Medicine.  
Mind-body medical analyst and author Dr. Kenneth R. 
Pelletier directs a unit at the same college.

 Dr. Dean Ornish, clinical professor of medicine at the 
University of California-San Francisco, has shown that 
a low-fat diet can reverse heart disease.  And Dr. T. Co-
lin Campbell, professor emeritus at Cornell University, 
headed a study of the salutary effects on health of the 

The populations of college towns and neighborhoods support cultural 
events that make them stimulating places to live in or visit.  The 57th 
Street Art Fair is held annually a stone’s throw from the University of 
Chicago campus. 
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diet of the rural Chinese.  Other breakthrough findings 
on nutrition have come out of state universities’ schools 
of agriculture and human ecology. 

 Such innovators and their teachings and practice 
might with development and marketing turn university 
towns into destinations for the ill seeking leading edge 
expertise.  They could also appeal to well people seek-
ing to preserve or improve their health or appearance, 
lose weight, boost fitness, pursue sports training, or just 
better enjoy life.  Consultations with national experts, 
adult instruction, clinics, wellness regimens, or weight 
loss treatments can add new dimensions to vacations or 
weekends.

A Healthy Leisure Environment
 The essence of the vacation or holiday weekend is a 
time to refresh and replenish mind and body.  That may 
best happen in a special place that, being more than just 
a change of scene, actively supports such restoration.

 Much like resorts, many colleges and universities are 
found in quiet rural areas.  But unlike popular vacation 
locales, in many college towns the local ethic is greener, 
tourists are fewer, and the pace of activity more relaxed.

 Penn State University in State College, for example, is 
nestled in mountains of north central Pennsylvania that 
lack the crowds of the state’s resort-oriented Poconos to 
the east.  Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, treats 
students and visitors to hills, waterfalls, gorges, stun-
ning views, and the south end of a 38-mile-long lake not 
found in the Catskill Mountain tourist hub a hundred 
miles away.

 health food stores, organic produce, vegetarian and 
ethnic restaurants, and farmers markets are more avail-
able in college towns than in most vacation spots.  Col-
lege towns are more likely to boast cycling, fitness, and 
jogging trails.  Colleges have facilities for participation 
sports and fitness, and their communities commonly of-
fer classes in self-help techniques like yoga and medi-
tation.  According to the International Spa Association, 

health-oriented spas are a $10 billion business and have 
replaced golf as the most popular leisure activity at meet-
ings and corporate events.

 “Green” lifestyle enhancements, including earth-
friendly vacation trips, are becoming big business.  Col-
lege town environments can offer a destination that 
reflects environmental values and supports recharging 
physical and mental batteries.  And they’re typically less 
crowded, costly, and commercialized than resort and 
tourist venues.

a placE to livE
 The idea of the college town as A Place to Live reflects 
the broader choice of a residential location that trans-
portation and technology are giving us.  It also affirms 
the idea that human capital is the ultimate economic re-
source.  The number and kind of people working, earn-
ing, spending, and supporting institutions locally is the 
real wealth of any community.

The Third Lifetime Place
 According to sociologist Ray Oldenburg, we all need 
a Third Place in our daily lives: a comfortable spot of 
refuge – tavern, lodge, coffee house, or country club – 
that is neither home, our First Place, nor workplace,  
our Second17.

 Over the course of a lifetime, there are typically also 
three places of significance that might be called Lifetime 
Places.  The First Lifetime Place is the home town, the 
place where you grew up.  The Second Lifetime Place is 
where you lived for the better part of your adult life.  Like 
Oldenburg’s Third Place, the Third Lifetime Place (TLP) 
is a place not associated with life’s regular responsibilities 
but that has served as a temporary respite from them18.

 In the past for many families the TLP has been the 
regular vacation locale – the site of the revealingly-named 
“second home” or of the resort they came back to year  
after year.  This TLP was emotionally significant enough 
to exclude the many competing vacation destinations 
and, for many, to eventually become the retirement locale 
as well.

 But starting after WWII and growing phenomenally 
since, the important TLP in many of our lives has been not 
the vacation spot but the college town.  There are likely 
more Americans alive today who have spent part of their 
lives in such communities than ever before in history.

The College Town TLP
 Like the vacation retreat, the college town is associat-
ed with freedom from job responsibilities and with good 
times in a beautiful setting.  Both are typically places for 
meeting and associating with interesting people from 
other places.  But in emotional significance that spot in 
the mountains or on the shore doesn’t compare with the 
college town.

 The college town TLP was a place for living year-
round (except summers) rather than a couple of weeks 
a year.  For four or more years, it was more of a home 

Good walking environments that promote fitness and weight control are 
hard to find in contemporary suburbs but not on college campuses or in 
their environs.  This is Michigan State University in East Lansing.
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than home was.  And it is the place associated with some 
of life’s most meaningful and fondly remembered years.  
The college years were a time of transition from child-
hood dependency to adult independence.  A relatively 
carefree place of youthful exuberance, it reflects a time 
when we did things we’d never do again and so created 
memories unlike any others.

 And the college town was a place of achievement, 
where one’s abilities were developed and recognized with 
academic or athletic honors.  Ending a vacation never 
gave the ego boost that completing college did.  And it 
was a place where life directions were set in work and 
nonwork interests, sometimes in the choice of a lifetime 
partner.  It was a place where we made friends that may 
have lasted for decades.  Vacation areas don’t have alumni 
associations or reunions.

 Customers’ emotional involvement is known to be a 
competitive advantage in business success, and it can 
also be potent in economic development.  Former stu-
dents’ attachment to the college towns of their youth can 
be used advantageously for purposes other than attract-
ing alumni financial support and selling football tickets.

 Associated with pleasurable if fleeting times, vacation-
land TLPs like those in Florida have often had the edge 
as a choice of a new place to live full-time--whether in 
retirement, in changing jobs, or in starting a business.   
And transportation and technology promise to give more 
people that choice than in the past.  

 Some “knowledge workers” and telecommuters with 
loosened physical ties to traditional work locales have 
made their homes in beautiful but isolated vacation ar-

eas.  But not set up for many year-round workers, such 
locales have limitations in their ability to support such 
lifestyles.  having always been both preserves of knowl-
edge and homes for hundreds or thousands of demand-
ing outsiders  year round, college towns don’t face the 
same constraints.  They can be delightful and productive 
places to live and work for those who are neither students 
nor professors.  Blake Gumprecht notes the phenomenon 
of city workers choosing long commutes in order to live 
in outlying college towns rather than close-in suburban 
subdivisions19.

 An example may again be Cornell’s Ithaca, New York.  
The city was ranked as the number one green commuter 
city in September, 2008, by AARP Magazine.  It placed 
second in Country Home magazine’s “Best Green Places to 
Live” in April, 2007.  The following April, its EcoVillage 
made Forbes magazine’s top eight “ecotopias.”  The city 
was also named one of the “12 hippest hometowns for 
Vegetarians” by VegNews magazine in July/August, 2006.  
And Organic Style found it the “best healthy city in the 
Northeast” in its September-October, 2003, issue. 

A Place to Retire
 The baby boom generation made higher education big 
business as they flocked to the campuses in the 1960s 
and 1970s.  The next boom industry they will create will 
be retirement.

 Retirement will be the next big thing in our econo-
my not only because of the massive size of this genera-
tion but also because boomers’ retirements are apt to 
be the lengthiest ever.  Their retirement locale is likely 
to amount to a commitment of 20 to 30 years, almost  
as long as their working life.  And rather than fading 
away, boomers will probably enjoy the most active retire-
ments ever.

 Aware of these prospects, states seeking economic 
growth like Alabama, Arkansas, Utah, and the Carolinas 
are challenging the pre-eminence of Florida by courting 
retirees with marketing programs.  But a fourth charac-
teristic of the 78 million prospective boomer retirees of-
fers special opportunity to college towns: fully 57 percent 
of this generation went to college.

 Retirement will be the next big thing 
in our economy not only because of the 
massive size of this generation but also 

because boomers’ retirements are apt to 
be the lengthiest ever.  Their retirement 
locale is likely to amount to a commit-
ment of 20 to 30 years, almost as long 
as their working life.  And rather than 

fading away, boomers will probably 
enjoy the most active retirements ever.

As the marquee of an old movie house near the University of Iowa 
campus in Iowa City suggests, university towns are often rich with 
educational and entertainment opportunities non-students can 
enjoy as well. 
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 Developers, often working in conjunction with uni-
versities, are already catching on, building near-campus 
retirement destinations around Dartmouth, the Univer-
sity of Michigan, Stanford, Iowa State, Oberlin, Notre 
Dame, and other institutions.  Campus Continuum, one 
such developer, surveyed people of retirement age and 
found 58 percent expressing interest in retiring in or near 
a small college campus20.

 Localities see retirees as economic assets because they 
often buy expensive homes and spend pension and So-
cial Security checks locally but neither compete with 
younger workers for jobs nor add youngsters to the pub-
lic schools.  

 Throughout their lives, boomers have been trend-
setters.  Never content to drive “their father’s Oldsmo-
bile,” they are unlikely to be as partial as dad was to a 
traditional sun, golf, and bingo retirement lifestyle.  And  
a good college town can offer much more in a number 
of ways.

1. Retiring in a college town can mean being close to 
college-age grandchildren.  Grandparents often have 
a special relationship with grandkids that even the 
parents don’t have. 

2. Retired alumni back in town can strengthen their ties 
with the alma mater.  Reconnecting with youthful 
pleasure and achievement can be uniquely satisfying 
to alums as well as financially advantageous to the 
college.  Retirees are no longer spending on children, 
often have substantial assets, and are good pros-
pects for donations and bequests.  And college town 
retirees can best see, and even benefit directly from, 
where their gift money is going.

3. Seniors – alums and non-alums alike – in many col-
lege towns enjoy a unique perk.  They can go back 
to school and audit regular college classes free or for 
greatly reduced tuition.  Research has confirmed the 
value of later-year intellectual stimulation in fore-
stalling cognitive decline.  There may be no more 
pleasurable way to achieve that than regular associa-
tion with scholars and bright young people.

 In localities without a research park 
to administer or any ambitions for one, 
the idea of a college town economic 
developer or economic development 
consultant may seem just a bit oxymo-
ronic.  It shouldn’t.  There are benefits 
to broadening even a college town’s 
economic base, and there are things 
economic developers can do to  
that end.

 Resourceful economic developers 
can find the non-obvious higher-hang-
ing fruit that college-bred economic 
security has left unpicked.  One good 
place to look is on campus.  Academia 
can be a world unto itself, but enter-
prising economic developers can pen-
etrate the sheepskin curtain by talking 
(and listening) to college leaders, going 
beyond the community relations office.  
Reading the alumni magazine and the 
campus newspaper, going to the game 
and to homecoming, connecting with 
B-school students, and interfacing 
 

with the college’s development people 
can pay off with ideas.  Just because 
tenured professors may not be primar-
ily concerned with creating off-campus 
commercial value doesn’t mean it 
can’t be found.  You seldom find what 
you’re not looking for.

 College town politics can be a 
challenge, being diffident about if not 
hostile to business, development, and 
growth.  In college towns, economic 
development advocates had better be 
good persuaders.  And because college 
towns are often small, little-known, 
and out of the way, economic develop-
ers may need to enhance their visibility 
with strong marketing efforts.

 College towns need more than 
literal or figurative “smokestack chas-
ers.”  Of course, no one in college 
towns wants actual smokestacks.  But 
just as trying to import industrial plants 
hasn’t been the economic develop-
ment answer for every community, a 
single-minded quest for the scientific 

“smokestacks” of research laboratories 
can also fall short due both to its nar-
row focus and to the intense competi-
tion that the latest well-publicized 
tech-of-the-month usually attracts.  In 
college towns, economic developers do 
well to be entrepreneurial, turning over 
every rock to find not-so-usual ways to 
create jobs and grow tax revenues.  

 Perhaps most significantly, in 
college towns there can be a unique 
opportunity to apply intelligence and 
discerning analysis, the local stock in 
trade, to economic development by 
harnessing campus brainpower on of-
ficial commissions or advisory commit-
tees.  Ineffective practices often survive 
and multiply elsewhere as places mind-
lessly copy other places.  But in college 
towns, prescriptive formulas can be 
put under the microscope both before 
adoption and after an initial trial and 
discarded if they don’t measure up.   
That might not be a bad thing to do in 
other kinds of communities as well.

WHat Economic DEvElopErS can Do

Developers, often working in  
conjunction with universities,  

are already catching on,  
building near-campus retirement  
destinations around Dartmouth,  

the University of Michigan, Stanford,  
Iowa State, Oberlin, Notre Dame,  

and other institutions.
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  Students who give new meaning to the term “se-
nior class” can audit classes at Princeton, Penn State, 
the University of Pennsylvania, and Boston Univer-
sity.  Classes are gratis at the University of Georgia 
in Athens for the 62-plus crowd, while Brunswick, 
Maine, retirees have their choice of audits at three 
different colleges.   Free instruction is sometimes a 
perk coming with the retirement residence.  Retired 
alums and emeriti of the University of Michigan 
living at University Commons condominiums are 
free to resume their studies on campus.  Not so 
free, however, are retirees living in Lasell Village in 
Newton, Massachusetts.   As a condition of their 
residency, they are required to enroll in a minimum 
number of courses every year at affiliated Lasell Col-
lege, writing papers and submitting to quizzes just 
like the undergrads.

4. College towns are geared to the lifestyles of students, 
which counterintuitively have much in common 
with those of many seniors.  Singles or couples 
without dependent children, working part-time or 
not at all, free from career and suburban social status 
strivings, seeking often to get by on limited budgets 
yet having time and taste for entertainment and rec-
reation: are we talking about students or retirees?

  College towns have small, affordable rental 
housing units, low-cost eating places, inexpensive 
entertainment, and public transportation for those 
who don’t drive.  They can work as well at age 71 as 
at age 21.

5. College town traditions of social activism yield 
unusually rich opportunities for volunteer pursuits.  
These can be perfect for retirees wanting to stay active 
and feel needed without the burdens of a job.  Social 
idealism having been part of the experience of boom-
ers who were in college in the ‘60s, late-life involve-
ment in causes can serve to rekindle youthful fires.

6. The least tangible benefit of college town retirement 
may also be the most pleasurable.  Life in a college 
town can be youth serum.

  In traditional age-restricted retirement develop-
ments, residents see and associate with age and 
infirmity.  Daily life is an incessant reminder of the 
old and the declining.  Even seniors who remain in 
the old homestead often see the population of the 
neighborhood age with them.  What we see and 
experience every day affects both our outlook and, 
some think, even our physical functioning.

  College towns are by contrast disproportionately 
young places.  Walk their streets or visit their parks 
or restaurants and you are surrounded by active, 
vigorous, laughing young people enjoying life rather 
than waiting languidly for its end.  Alums were once 
like them, and living in a college town they can feel 
that way again. 

7.  Seniors seeking traditional retirement desiderata 
can also find them in college towns.  There are 
excellent golf courses in many such communities.  
Austin, Ann Arbor, Madison, Fort Collins, and other 
university cities offer a choice of well-regarded fair-
ways.  And towns with medical schools tend to have 
outstanding health care facilities.

concluSion
 With electronic technology and increasing competi-
tion making their stock in trade of knowledge, organized 
instruction, and even formal credentialing available al-
most anywhere, college towns will need a new economic 
strategy.  A good model may be that of Starbucks.

 Coffee was a commodity product available almost ev-
erywhere until Starbucks changed the rules of the game.  
Part of what made the company successful was selling 
the point of sale itself as a place and an experience.  Star-
bucks became a comfortable Oldenburg Third Place ref-
uge and not just a caffeine fix that can be procured from 
any drive-through or supermarket shelf.

Corporate “campuses” intended as agreeable environments for  
businesses’ employees seldom offer the beauty of the sites of older  
colleges and universities, such as that of Northern Illinois University  
in DeKalb.

 College town traditions of social  
activism yield unusually rich opportunities 

for volunteer pursuits.  These can be perfect 
for retirees wanting to stay active and feel 

needed without the burdens of a job.  Social 
idealism having been part of the experience 
of boomers who were in college in the ‘60s, 

late-life involvement in causes can serve to 
rekindle youthful fires.
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 College towns may now similarly have to sell them-
selves as distinctive Third Lifetime Places to live in or 
just special places to visit, not only for the acquisition of 
knowledge or credentials but also for other purposes.

 But this strategy will entail marketing college towns in 
ways few have done heretofore.  And there are obstacles 

posed by academic culture and college town politics to 
be overcome in launching more comprehensive economic 
development efforts.  But the potential economic payoff 
for places with a future that is apt to be very different 
from their past is likely to be worth many times the new 
investment that will take.   
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DEFining tHE iSSuES
confluence of changes to its two 
primary employers – the petroleum 
industry and the military – has  

provided the greater Corpus Christi,  
Texas region, known as the Coastal Bend 
region, with the opportunity to redefine 
its employment bases through targeted 
training of its workforce and recruit-
ment of new industries.  The Coastal Bend is 
defined as the Counties of Aransas, Bee, Brooks, 
Duval, Jim Wells, Kenedy, Kleberg, Live Oak,  
McMullen, Nueces, Refugio, and San Patricio.  
With Naval Station Ingleside (NSI) scheduled to 
shut down operations by the end of 2010, ad-
ditional realignments at Naval Air Station Corpus 
Christi and the Corpus Christi Army Depot, and 
significant consolidations and changes to the 
petroleum sector over a number of years, the 
Coastal Bend is facing the very real need to di-
versify its economy and create jobs in industries 
that offer competitive wages and benefits in a 
coordinated and deliberate manner.   

 historically, the Coastal Bend found economic 
development success as a petroleum production 
area.  At the core were the corporate operations in 
downtown Corpus Christi and the oil refining op-
erations located along Corpus Christi Bay.  Between 
these two operations, the Coastal Bend has a reason-
able mix of white-collar and blue-collar jobs in the 
petroleum sector.  In addition, the steady expansion 
of military presence assisted in creating stability for 
the local economy, providing a consistent economic 

engine, albeit a smaller one, that did not ebb and 
flow with local, national or global economic cycles.  
Corpus Christi Army Depot (CCAD), the Naval Air 
Station Corpus Christi (NASCC), and Naval Sta-
tion Ingleside (NSI) combined to account for more  
than 8,000 direct military and civilian jobs in the 
local economy.

 Up through the 1980s, the Coastal Bend region 
experienced substantial economic growth but did 
not benefit from a truly diversified economy.  This 
situation was exacerbated by the sweeping consoli-
dation efforts that occurred within the petroleum 
manufacturing market sector during the mid-
1980s.  Where the region had once held a mix of 
white-collar and blue-collar jobs, corporate opera-
tions were relocated to the houston area. The pro-
duction component and those services that directly 
and indirectly supported these jobs remained in 

tHE coaStal bEnD rEgion’S EFFortS to prEparE  
itS WorKForcE For tomorroW   
The Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process has impacted dozens of communities that depend heavily, and 
even solely, on their military bases as their economic engine, forcing them to redefine their economy and reinvent 
the local workforce.  The Coastal Bend region of Texas recently experienced a similar event, with the closing of 
Naval Station Ingleside and the personnel reductions at Corpus Christi Army Depot and Naval Air Station.  The 
following case study provides insight into the steps required to make the regional workforce more competitive in 
business recruitment and retention.  The lessons learned from this example have a global application for any com-
munity that is overly dependent on a single employer or industry for its economic sustainability.

strength in numbers
By Kyle Talente and Sean Pink

Kyle Talente is a vice 
president and principal  
at RKG Associates, Inc. 
of Alexandria, Virginia 
(kst@rkgassociates.com) 
and Sean Pink is a 
market analyst/planner at  
RKG Associates, Inc.  
(sjp@rkgassociates.com) 
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Downtown Corpus Christi has experienced substantial vacancy since the oil 
industry consolidation.
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the Coastal Bend.  This impact substantially reduced the 
overall market activity and depleted the region of much 
of its white collar, primary workforce.

 Now, changes are coming to the military presence 
in the region which has been the other base of primary 
employment. The 2005 Defense Base Realignment and 
Closure (BRAC) Act downsized the military operations 
in the Corpus Christi region.  The closure of Naval Sta-
tion Ingleside and realignment of activities at Naval Air 
Station Corpus Christi and the Corpus Christi Army De-
pot will impact both military and civilian jobs.  A recent 
study estimates that 2,900 military and 3,700 indirect 
civilian jobs will be lost in the region as a result of this 
BRAC action with a total loss of nearly $346 million in 
annual wages.

community rESponSE
 In response, the Coastal Bend com-
munity formed the multi-jurisdiction-
al Ingleside Local Redevelopment Au-
thority (LRA) to undertake a regional 
economic diversification strategy.  The 
specific powers of the original Lo-
cal Redevelopment Authority were to 
plan for the reuse of part of NSI and 
to sponsor the Economic Diversifica-
tion Strategy for the Coastal Bend.  
Through the LRA, the community 

sought to help mitigate the loss of military and civilian 
jobs in the region by identifying new opportunities for 
business recruitment in market sectors not dependent on 
the petrochemical manufacturing industry.  

 The creation of the Ingleside LRA in itself is a case 
study in regional economic development practices.  The 
LRA, created as a requirement of the federal Base Realign-
ment and Closure (BRAC) process, is comprised of eight 
members, two from each affected jurisdiction.  These 
four jurisdictions historically have not enjoyed a consis-
tent, positive working relationship.  As with most regions 

throughout the U.S., jurisdictional boundaries and po-
litical aspirations had created intra-regional competitive-
ness.  As a result, previous larger-scale regionalization 
efforts have provided limited, and inconsistent, success 
levels.  however, the four lead jurisdictions (San Patricio 
County, Ingleside, Nueces County, and Corpus Christi) 
recognized the importance of developing a strategy to 
mitigate the potential losses that likely were to impact 
the region.  The regional leadership acknowledged that 
the long-term success of the Coastal Bend required that 
economic development recruitment and retention efforts 
capitalize on the assets of the local economy.

 The Ingleside LRA retained a consultant team led by 
RKG Associates to analyze the current economic climate 
and develop an implementation strategy geared towards 
the recruitment and retention of industries independent 

of the petrochemical manufacturing market sector.  The 
analysis was guided by three primary principles.  

 First, encourage the continued growth in primary job 
creation, particularly for industries that offer competitive 
wage rates and benefits. New jobs mean new or expand-
ing business, new capital investment, and a more secure 
fiscal situation within the metropolitan statistical area 
(MSA).  The Ingleside LRA’s goal is to focus recruitment 
and retention efforts on attracting primary jobs that bring 
in revenue to the region from outside sources.  While 
community serving jobs are important, they usually re-
flect a recirculation of existing wealth, rather than creat-
ing new wealth.  

 Second, establish a consistent, long-term strategy that 
will guide economic development efforts for the entire 
Corpus Christi MSA in a unified, clear way.  To this point, 
economic development efforts among the different com-
munities have been done in relative independence.  

 Finally, develop tools to effectively manage the vari-
ous efforts related to business recruitment and retention.  
These include regular communication and interaction 
among all of the region’s economic development stake-
holders and existing industries.

The Port of Corpus Christi (oil storage field) is an integral part in the 
petrochemical industry within the Coastal Bend region.

 Through the LRA, 
the community sought to 

help mitigate the loss of 
military and civilian jobs 

in the region by  
identifying new opportunities for business  

recruitment in market sectors not  
dependent on the petrochemical  

manufacturing industry.    

The Ingleside LRA hosted a summit  
engaging the community in identifying  
needs and opportunities. 
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WorKForcE anD DivErSiFication
 One of the many issues analyzed during this process 
was workforce preparedness.  Simply put, availability 
and quality of a regional workforce is a primary 
influence on the type of industry and employer 
that will be most attracted to an area.  The In-
gleside LRA wanted a determination about how 
well the current workforce was prepared for the 
types of jobs being proposed through the tar-
get industry study as well as how well prepared 
the local workforce providers are to meet the 
potential needs of existing and new employers 
within the Coastal Bend.   

 For a region of its size, the Coastal Bend has 
a significant number of workforce training pro-
viders and institutions of higher learning.  Most 
of the training programs in the region provide 
programs that teach skills related to occupations 
in the health care industry, an industry projected to grow 
substantially over the next six years.  however, the re-
maining training programs are not necessarily focused on 
current needs of or geared towards local target industries.  

 For example, the Texas A&M University, Corpus 
Christi campus has a continuing education component 
focused on workforce development in addition to exten-
sive undergraduate and graduate programs in business, 
education, liberal arts, nursing and health sciences, and 
science and technology.  The workforce development 
center provides non-credit training programs that pre-
pare students for highly-skilled and managerial positions 
within occupational fields that are believed to be in de-
mand.  however, “demand” is established by those class-
es that draw the most individual interest (and therefore 
attendance).  While these training programs are compre-
hensive and effective in their mission, it was reported 
that very little interaction occurs with area businesses or 
the regional economic development corporation to tailor 
programs to current or projected needs.  

     Based on information provided during the 
assessment, current training programs are se-
lected using projected employment demands 
of the region rather than local industry targets 
or addressing the current shortages.  The lo-
cal workforce development board, Workforce 
Solutions, utilizes a list of occupations that are 
projected to be in demand.  This list is cur-
rently composed of 50 target occupations and 
training programs based on these projections 
and are eligible to receive funding through the 
Workforce Investment Act.  These occupations 
are deemed in demand after examining occu-
pational information obtained through the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics and regional surveys.  

    As a result, many of the region’s training 
programs were enacted to meet the needs of 
a “top-down” approach to workforce train-
ing, rather than identifying actual local needs 
and augmenting those programs with efforts 
to bolster economic development efforts  
by providing customizable programs suited  
to prospect needs.  

FinDingS
 The large, low-skilled and semi-skilled workforce in 
the region combined with training programs that primar-
ily position residents for entry-level jobs not necessarily 
in demand by existing and potential new employers, put 
the local population at greater risk of being uncompeti-
tive for new job creation.  While the local population 
receives a variety of training services, this training often 
does not correspond with regional needs.  For example, 
the labor shortages in some specific trade skill occupa-
tions, such as pipefitters and welders, have contributed 
to regional wage levels in these occupations exceeding 
state levels, but awareness of this remains minimal due to 
local training providers and colleges focusing largely on 
education tailored for white collar employment.  If stron-
ger emphasis is placed on current employment demands, 
which happen to be associated with high wages, the re-
gion’s tax base has the potential to grow substantially.

 In the short term, there are unmet needs for existing 
regional employers that could be addressed through mi-

The Electromagnetic Reduction (EMR) facility is a focal point for the redevelopment 
strategy of Naval Station Ingleside.

 For a region of its size, the Coastal Bend has a significant 
number of workforce training providers and institutions of 

higher learning.  Most of the training programs in the region 
provide programs that teach skills related to occupations 
in the health care industry, an industry projected to grow 

substantially over the next six years.  However, the remain-
ing training programs are not necessarily focused on current 

needs of or geared towards local target industries.  
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nor alterations in training program development meth-
ods.  While the training programs focus on the target oc-
cupations for funding purposes, the Coastal Bend faces 
a consistent shortage of technical and skilled laborers.  
The shortage is such an issue that the local chapter of the  
Associated Builders and Contractors created its own  
facility, Craft Training Center, to train the labor force 
in these needed trades.  Expansion of outreach to local  
employers to determine and identify workforce needs 
would be a substantial first step in meeting the needs of 
existing businesses.

 More strategically, the analysis revealed the need for 
the larger workforce training providers, such as the lo-
cal workforce investment board and the institutions of 
higher learning, to become more proactive in combining 
the economic development efforts within the region to 
training program development.  Increased communica-
tion and coordination between the regional economic 
development corporation and the workforce group is 
critical to ensure new prospects will be served by an  
appropriately well trained labor force.

 For example, Del Mar Community College has a Cen-
ter for Economic Development that works closely with 
local employers and industry associations to assemble 
programs that meet the most pertinent occupational 
needs in the region.  Over the last five years, the College 
has worked with 150 companies representing almost all 
industry sectors to set up programs to address specific 
needs, according to a school representative. The school 
has a marketing group that often makes the initial con-
tact with employers regarding their needs.  Typically they 
target and work with larger companies that have bigger 
employment bases such as Sherwin Alumina, Corpus 
Christi Army Depot, and DuPont while smaller com-
panies will usually contact the College themselves for  
any needs.  

uniFiED approacH
 There are several workforce training providers within 
the Coastal Bend providing training programs in a variety 
of fields. The providers range from individual, industry-
specific continuing education facilities to an established 
four-year accredited university. however, these providers 
appear to be focusing attention on expected growth in job 
needs, as defined by the Texas Workforce Commission, 
rather than on the current needs of existing residents and 
businesses.  The training programs offer varying degrees 
of support for soft skills and job placement, but there is 
little or no evidence of coordination between programs.  
Furthermore, there are opportunities to improve com-
munication and coordination of these training providers 

through the established presence of the regional work-
force board, Workforce Solutions.  

 There are opportunities to improve coordination be-
tween organizations involved in developing the workforce 
that will result in improved efficiency of programs and 
an increase in the broad reach and effectiveness of these 
programs.  Without better cooperation among these enti-
ties, issues such as the duplication of training programs 
and inward reliance will persist.  Most of the organiza-
tions interviewed stated that they have advisory boards 

consisting of local employers or 
persons working in a particular 
field providing guidance for the 
direction of their programs.  Re-
lying on these proprietary boards 
potentially serves to neglect other 
workforce development programs 
that are operating concurrently.  

 On the positive side, much of 
the infrastructure already exists for the region to better 
position its workforce training needs for existing busi-
nesses and potential needs from target industries.  Most 
notably, many of the region’s workforce training pro-
viders already have established relationships with each 
other, minimizing the need to cultivate new relationships 

and build trust and understanding within the industry.  
however, the full complement of tools and outreach has 
not been fully realized.  

 Based on the assessment performed, Workforce So-
lutions is best positioned to lead the transformation of 
the region’s workforce development focus and serve as 
the coordinating body to ensure existing and potential 
future training needs are addressed.  In addition to its 
state-recognized function in local workforce training, the 
organization already has two ongoing initiatives that are 
aimed at accomplishing this goal: [1] assemble educa-
tional programs geared toward training residents to fill 
voids in the workforce, and [2] provide services that fo-
cus on teaching the soft skills necessary for job seekers to 

Dr. Ridge Hammons, project organizer for the Petrochemical Mentor 
Program.  The program serves youths who are enrolled in the Workforce 
Solutions Youth Program, and will expose them to a variety of career 
options in the petrochemical industry.

 On the positive side, much of the infrastructure already exists 
for the region to better position its workforce training needs for 

existing businesses and potential needs from target industries.  
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obtain employment.  Furthermore, Workforce Solutions 
also has an existing network of training facilities and one-
stop centers located throughout the Coastal Bend.  These 
facilities already offer services including workshops fo-
cused on resume writing, mock interviews, and basic 
computer skills.  At least one center is located in each 
county except McMullen, Duval, and Kenedy.  

 however, the effort will require a greater outreach to 
the various other non-workforce entities within the re-
gion to be successful.  Communication with local indus-
try leaders and with the region’s economic development 
corporation is inconsistent.  As noted earlier, some train-
ing providers have strong connections with certain indus-
tries, but not others.  Others develop training programs 
based on state-level objectives or through enrollment per-
formance.  The internal coordination of workforce train-
ing through Workforce Solutions offers the opportunity 
to bridge these gaps and establish a cohesive approach.

toolS to movE ForWarD
 In order to effectively recruit and retain businesses, the 
regional economic development approach will need com-
petitive financial and regulatory tools to entice invest-
ment in the region within industries where market forces 
are not strong enough to support that type of growth  
independently.  

Create Industry Roundtables  
With All Industries in the MSA
 Several of the larger industries within the Corpus 
Christi MSA have established open communication with 
various workforce training providers.  Most notably, the 
Associated Builders and Contractors and the Coastal 
Bend Business Roundtable helped to create the Craft 
Training Center of the Coastal Bend to address shortages 
of qualified labor.  The Training Center now partners with 
Del Mar Community College and Workforce Solutions to 
ensure all facets of training needs are met at the facility.  

 On a smaller scale collaborative note, the medical in-
dustry has been working closely with Del Mar and Texas 
A&M – Corpus Christi to increase the training programs 
within job types they have difficulty in finding qualified 
applicants. While these are excellent examples of the 
type of coordination required to allow local industries to 
continue to thrive, not all local industries have this level 
of access or coordination with local training providers.  

 One method to meet the goals of the region is to cre-
ate roundtables for a wider variety of industries operating 
in the Coastal Bend to address the needs and concerns 
of these companies.  For example, there may be a need 
for specific hospitality training, as tourism is among the 
region’s biggest and fastest growing industry sectors.  
While not related to primary industries, meeting needs 
such as these improves the overall skill set of the local 
workforce, and improves the marketability of the region.  
This is particularly important within industries that are 
targets to improve the diversity of the local economy but 
currently do not have the presence of the petrochemical, 
metal fabrication or health services industries.

Improve Access to Vocational Programs  
for Middle School and High School Students
 One of the most common and emphatic suggestions 
put forth at the BRAC Summit roundtable, organized by 
the LRA and the consulting team to give the community 
an opportunity to provide input on the needs within the 
community, was to increase the number of programs 
available to middle school and high school students that 
provide them credit towards earning a certification while 
also providing them with credit towards their diplomas.  
It was noted that students not interested or qualified for 
the traditional college track needed realistic alternatives 
to earning a good living at their schools to encourage 
them to finish their education.  In coordination with this, 
there were suggestions to provide more information to 
these students about income levels of workers in the la-
bor intensive fields, as there appears to be a relative dis-
connect among students between skilled labor jobs and 
income potential.  

 There are several options that could be made available 
to students in addition to simply more programs.  These 
include job shadowing programs, on-site internships 
(for high school students) and classes at Del Mar college.  
Specifics for each program would need to be customized 
based on the program, the capacity of the Board of Edu-
cation and the workforce providers, and participation 
from the industries themselves.

Early Childhood Intervention
 Furthermore, there have been efforts in other states 
to improve the education system as early as at the pre-
school.  Studies indicate that pre-school facilities that 
provide a learning component as well as the childcare 
services offer access to more supportive relationships and 
good learning experiences.  This improved early devel-
opmental period resulted in children that typically were 
able to learn at a faster pace and achieve well scholasti-
cally.  To this end, there is an opportunity to promote and 
develop childcare facilities that include a dedicated cur-
riculum as well as babysitting services.  These facilities 
could be made available to the general public, or as part 
of the benefits of participating in a certified workforce 
training program.

The Craft Training Center was started by local industry leaders to  
provide customized training programs for Coastal Bend industries  
seeking skilled labor.     
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Cross-Industry Training Programs
 Given the strong presence of certain industries, and 
therefore trained workers, some portion of the local labor 
force is well trained at certain tasks that may be transfer-
rable to other industries with little additional investment 
and training.  For example, it was reported that persons 
who work as pipefitters in the petrochemical field, have 
many of the necessary skills to be trained for careers in 
marine-related manufacturing, production, and repair.  
These particular workers were reported to need compara-
tively minor training assistance to become more familiar 
with common marine-related job requirements.  

 In this instance, the Coastal Bend region has a sub-
stantial transient pipefitter employment base required by 
the petroleum industry and the attributes conducive to 
developing a marine-industry employment cluster.  The 
development of a training program to offer pipefitters 
(and other heavily concentrated occupations with simi-
lar skill sets) the opportunity to cross-train for jobs in a 
potential growing industry in the region benefits both the 
local workers as well as target industry recruitment, as 
these programs can be marketed to prospects.

Summary
 As a result of its historical dependence on the petro-
chemical and military sectors, and systemic changes that 
are occurring in those industries as a result of base clo-
sures and commodity shifts, the Coastal Bend region of 
Texas saw the opportunity to begin to “fine tune” its em-
ployment training and economic development programs 
to meet the changing needs of the future.  Based on the 
economic diversification strategy developed through a 
multi-jurisdictional planning authority created as a result 
of the BRAC process, the region is now moving ahead 
with enhancing and improving its job training and indus-
try outreach efforts in a coordinated and comprehensive 
manner.

 All communities heavily dependent on a single indus-
try, or on a small concentration of industries, are vulner-
able to unforeseen economic shifts and industrial change.  
This finding is not news.  Areas such as Flint, Michigan 
(automotive industry) and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
(steel industry), are lasting examples of the potential dev-
astation that changing markets can have on a community.  
The Coastal Bend experience is a strong example of how 
a community can be impacted by shifts in government 
policy as well.  Whether dependent on a major industry 
or a government entity to fuel the local job market, com-
munities that have disproportionate employment con-
centrations should be actively seeking to diversify their 
economic base; and in doing so, providing training and 
educational programs to match the local labor force with 
identified economic opportunities.  

All communities heavily dependent  
on a single industry, or on a small  

concentration of industries, are vulnerable to 
unforeseen economic shifts and  

industrial change.  

“Designation by IEDC
as an AEDO has greatly

assisted our organization in
its fund raising efforts.

The recognition of excellence
serves as a source of pride

to our economic
development program,

contributors, and community.”
– Terry Murphy, Ec.D, CED

Munci-Delaware County Indiana
Economic Development Alliance
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